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Abstract
Skidmore, Jessica Rose. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. August 2012. Behavioral
Economic Measures Of The Reinforcing Efficacy Of Alcohol As Indicators Of Problem
Severity In Young Adults. Major Professor: James G. Murphy, Ph.D.
Heavy episodic drinking among young adults poses an important public health
concern and leaves young adults vulnerable to experiencing a variety of alcohol-related
consequences. Young adults with depressive symptoms, a family history of alcohol
problems, and higher levels of impulsivity-related traits may be at greater risk. The aim
of the current study was to evaluate the utility of the behavioral economic concept of
reinforcing efficacy (RE) as a measure of problem severity among young adult drinkers.
RE is a construct which measures the behavior-strengthening effects of a given substance
and quantifies the relative value of a substance to an individual. Seven different measures
of RE were included in this two sample study. The first sample included heavy drinking
college students recruited through an on-campus health center and university courses.
The second sample included non-college young adults who reported consuming alcohol
in the past month recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. The construct validity of
these seven different RE variables was assessed, and results suggest that RE is a single,
heterogeneous factor. RE metrics related to the amount of time and money spent on
alcohol, as well as consumption when alcohol is freely available, demonstrated the
strongest and most consistent relations with alcohol-related pathology. A relative
behavioral allocation metric appears to be the most predictive across multiple domains of
problems and both samples included in the study.
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Behavioral Economic Measures of the Reinforcing Efficacy of Alcohol as Indicators of
Problem Severity in Young Adults
Young adulthood is characterized by a number of risky behaviors including heavy
drinking. This pattern of problematic drinking leaves young adults vulnerable to short
and long-term alcohol-related problems (Hingson, Zha, & Weitzman, 2009; Wechsler,
Lee, Nelson, & Lee, 2001). The current study aimed to examine this pattern of drinking
through a behavioral economic framework. First, we assessed the construct validity of
several different reinforcing efficacy variables by examining their convergent and
discriminant validities. Reinforcing efficacy is a behavioral economic construct that
provides a quantification of the value of a substance to an individual, and thus, how
reinforcing the substance is (reinforcement is defined as a process whereby the
presentation of a stimulus increases behavior). Thus, high reinforcement from a given
substance leads to increases in the amount of behavior an individual will engage in to
attain the substance. Measures of RE include what proportion of resources an individual
directs toward attaining a substance, the sensitivity or elasticity of their consumption
level to price changes for the substance, and how much of a substance they would use
when the substance is freely available. Second, we examined the relations between RE
and alcohol use and problems, as well as the usefulness of these variables as predictors of
alcohol-related problem severity, defined as alcohol consumption levels, alcohol-related
problems, and alcohol use disorder symptoms. Finally, we assessed models of alcohol
use which incorporate a variety of risk factors (including sensation-seeking, depression,
and family history), reinforcing efficacy, alcohol use, and negative outcomes of use
(including health problems and two domains of symptoms consistent with alcohol use
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disorders). Two studies were conducted in order to analyze these variables in two
samples: a heavy-drinking college sample and a non-college young adult sample who
reported past month alcohol consumption.
Heavy Drinking and Associated Problems
Alcohol consumption among young adults poses a significant public health
concern. Regardless of college attendance status, young adults experience many of the
same circumstances that may lead to increased drinking, such as more independence from
parents and getting closer to and eventually reaching the legal drinking age. Although a
large amount of research on young adult drinking has focused on college students, noncollege students constitute a significant portion of the young adult population. According
to the National Center for Education Statistics, in 2009, 58.7% of young adults between
the ages of 18 and 24 years were not enrolled in college. Research also suggests that
college students may only be slightly heavier drinkers than non-college students. Barnes
and colleagues (2010) found that among a nationally representative sample, 61% of noncollege young adults between the ages of 18 and 21 were drinkers. Among young adults,
26% of college students were classified as problem drinkers and this rate was 19% among
non-college attending young adults. There was no statistically significant difference in
rates of heavy episodic drinking in the past year; 27% of non-college young adults
reported 12 or more heavy drinking episodes (HDEs) compared to 30% of college
students. However, there are significant contextual differences in the lives of college and
non-college young adults, such as work requirements, living arrangement, and finances.
These differences may lead to differences in the way these groups drink as well as the
consequences they face due to their alcohol consumption.
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The somewhat common pattern of heavy episodic drinking is associated with a
variety of consequences among young adults (Wechsler et al., 2001; Wechsler, Lee, Kuo
et al., 2002). A recent national study of alcohol-related consequences in US college
students found that each year there are approximately 1,825 deaths, 599,000 injuries,
646,000 assaults, and 97,000 sexual assaults or date rapes related to alcohol consumption
(Hingson et al., 2009). Heavy episodic drinking leaves young adults vulnerable to
experiencing various social and academic or employment consequences as well
(Wechsler et al., 2001) and may set the stage for a developmentally persistent pattern of
heavy drinking or future alcohol problems (O’Neill & Sher, 2000; Vik, Carrello, Tate, &
Field, 2000). This pattern of drinking also increases risk for the development of an
alcohol use disorder (AUD), and AUD symptoms (e.g., craving, inability to control
drinking, tolerance, withdrawal symptoms).
Heavy drinking may also be associated with poorer physical health outcomes.
Frequent heavy drinking young adults report lower subjective health than moderate
drinkers and abstainers (Paschall, Freisthler, & Lipton, 2005). Large numbers of college
student drinkers, almost half, experience a variety of short-term alcohol-related health
problems, including vomiting, nausea, headaches, and other symptoms of hangovers
(Perkins, 2002). The risk of longer-term health problems increases with alcohol use.
Although light and moderate drinking was not found to be significantly correlated with
health problems heavy drinking was significantly associated with increased health
problems. This may suggest that heavy drinkers may be more susceptible to illnesses
(Engs & Aldo-Benson, 1995; Perkins, 2002) and that increased health problems may be a
secondary indicator of alcohol problems. In fact over 150,000 college students reported
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experiencing past year health problems due to their alcohol use (Hingson, Heeren,
Zakocz, Kopstein, & Wechsler, 2002). Taken together, these findings may suggest that
those students who experience worsening health as a function of their alcohol use may
have more severe alcohol problems and possibly poorer long-term outcomes.
Risk Factors for Heavy Drinking
In addition to examining problems among heavy drinkers, researchers have
identified a variety of possible risk factors for problematic drinking, including
depression, impulsivity, and family history of alcohol problems. Research suggests that
there is a positive association between heavy drinking and depression in both the college
and non-college young adult populations (Buckner Keough, & Schmidt, 2007;
O’Donnell, Wardle, Dantzer, & Steptoe, 2006; Paschall, Freisthler, & Lipton, 2005).
Compulsive drinking, consistent with a lack of control over alcohol use, has been found
to be associated with severity of depression (Pedrelli et al., 2011). Additionally, among
heavy drinking college students, students with depressive symptoms experienced more
alcohol-related problems (Dennhardt & Murphy, 2011). More broadly, epidemiological
research suggests that AUDs are related to high rates of depression in the adult
population (Grant et al., 2006). Thus, depressive symptoms may pose a significant risk
factor in the development and maintenance of risky alcohol use and more severe alcohol
problems.
In addition to depression, research has also found that impulsivity-related traits
appear to be a risk factor for alcohol use and related problems (Ham & Hope, 2003).
Impulsivity appears to be a multifaceted construct made up of traits such as sensationseeking, lack of premeditation, urgency, and lack of perseverance in tasks (Smith et al.,
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2007). Research has found that behavioral and biological indicators of impulsivityrelated traits are related to risky behaviors, and clearly play a role in the initiation and
maintenance of alcohol use, alcohol-related problems, and AUD diagnoses (Lejuez et al.,
2010). Specifically, sensation-seeking appears to be more highly related with engaging
in risky behaviors, such as heavy alcohol use (McCabe, 2002; Smith et al., 2007) whereas
urgency may be more predictive of greater problems due to the involvement in these
risky behaviors (Smith et al., 2007). In fact, positive urgency, acting rashly when
experiencing positive emotions, has been found to be associated with increased quantity
of alcohol use and alcohol-related problems (Cyders et al., 2007).
Finally, although research in the general population has found a clear relation
between family history of alcohol use problems and an individual’s risky alcohol use and
alcohol-related problems (Chalder, Elgar, & Bennet, 2006; Warner, White, & Johnson,
2007) some studies have found no relations between these variables among college
students (Engs, 1990; Harrell, Slane, & Klump, 2009). Other studies among college
students have found higher rates of alcohol use and alcohol-related problems among
college students with family histories of alcohol problems (LaBrie, Kenney, Lac, &
Migliuri, 2009; LaBrie, Migliuri, Kenney, & Lac, 2010; Leeman, Fenton, & Volpicelli,
2007). These inconsistent findings suggest that the relation between family history of
alcohol problems and an individual’s own risk for developing these problems is unclear.
Thus, researchers should aim to further assess and understand how family history might
be related to more problematic patterns of alcohol use.
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Changes in Heavy Drinking through Adulthood
Despite the variety of risk factors and potential problems facing young adult
drinkers, many heavy drinkers eventually moderate their alcohol use on their own; a
process referred to as ―maturing out‖ (Ham & Hope, 2003; Jackson, Sher, Gotham, &
Wood, 2001). Maturing out is hypothesized to be related to transitioning into more adult
responsibilities such as additional financial or career responsibilities, marriage, and
having children (O’Malley, 2004). Although many young adult heavy drinkers
eventually make the transition to safer drinking practices they demonstrate elevated risk
for experiencing acute problems from their drinking, and future/chronic alcohol problems
including AUDs. One study found that heavy drinking during college significantly
predicted AUDs up to 10 years after college (O’Neill, Parra, & Sher, 2005).
Psychopathology appears to play a role in this transition as well, as research suggests that
those individuals who do not transition out of their heavy drinking after college report
high levels of depressive symptoms (Costanzo et al., 2007)
Alcohol-related Problem Severity in Young Adults
As described above, young adults experience a wide range of problems due to
their alcohol use. Measuring the severity of alcohol problems, in the context of such high
levels of heavy drinking and alcohol-related consequences, is not a straightforward task
within this population. For example, some researchers have argued that simply
measuring quantity and frequency of students’ alcohol use is not adequate. Although
heavy episodic drinking places young adults at high risk of experiencing negative
consequences, drinking patterns account for less than 50% of the variance in alcohol
problems (Borsari, Neal, Collins, & Carey, 2001); some heavy drinkers may experience
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low levels of problems while some moderate drinkers may experience high levels (Ham
& Hope, 2003).
Measures of alcohol-related problems or negative consequences are a commonly
used index of problem severity (Ham & Hope, 2003; Kahler, Hoeppner, & Jackson,
2009). However, these measures include a range of heterogeneous outcomes and
behaviors ranging from the immediate physiological consequences of alcohol
consumption (e.g., vomiting), academic or job-related consequences (e.g., poorer
performance due to drinking), interpersonal consequences (e.g., fighting or having
problems with significant others or family related to one’s drinking), emotional or
intrapersonal consequences (e.g., guilt or sadness about one’s drinking), engaging in
risky behaviors which may or may not be considered negative by the drinker (e.g.,
driving after drinking and unplanned and/or risky sexual behavior that occurs after
drinking), and other symptoms of AUDs such as tolerance. It is important to note that
although some items describe subjective perceptions, other items describe outcomes, and
other items describe DSM symptoms, many studies simply group these events together
and there is little evidence to indicate which element of problems may be most useful for
gauging overall severity.
Some studies have examined rates of AUDs (most often alcohol abuse) among
college and non-college young adults (Grant, Stinson, & Harford, 2001; Knight et al.,
2002; Slutske, 2005). However, some research suggests, that some symptoms of AUDs
may be less relevant to young adults who typically have been drinking for shorter periods
of time and who also face special circumstances which may not be accounted for by
AUD diagnoses (Ham & Hope, 2003; Hurlbut & Sher, 1992; O’Neill & Sher, 2000).
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Thus, AUD diagnoses and symptoms related to these diagnoses may provide useful
information about problem severity, but may not completely capture the true severity of
alcohol problems in the young adult population.
There is some evidence that the behavioral construct of reinforcing efficacy (a
measurement of the behavior-strengthening properties of alcohol to an individual,
discussed in more detail below) may provide unique information about problem severity
by illustrating to what extent substance use dominates an individual’s behavior patterns.
The following section will provide an overview of behavioral economics, describe the
various measures of reinforcing efficacy of alcohol, and review the literature related to
their potential utility as measures of problem severity.
Behavioral Economics and Reinforcing Efficacy
Behavioral economics incorporates principles of micro-economics and operant
psychology in order to investigate and predict the behavior of organisms (Murphy,
Correia, & Barnett, 2007). Specifically, behavioral economic research typically
examines the allocation of resources (e.g., money, time, behavior) towards the attainment
of various commodities. Although behavioral economics can be used to study behavior
in relation to many different reinforcers (Epstein & Saelens, 2000; Heshmat, 2011;
Tucker, Simpson, & Khodneva, 2010) it provides an especially useful model for studying
drug and alcohol use.
Behavioral economics predicts that the potential for alcohol abuse is highest when
the reinforcing efficacy of alcohol is greater than the reinforcing efficacy of available
substance-free activities (Rachlin, 1997). RE is hypothesized to be a multifaceted
construct which provides a measure of the behavior-strengthening effects of a given
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substance and a quantification of the value of a substance to an individual (Bickel,
Marsch, & Carroll, 2000; MacKillop et al., 2009; Murphy, Correia, & Vuchinich, 2009).
The measures of RE can include how much behavior or resources an individual will
allocate towards the substance, how sensitive or insensitive the individual is to price
changes for a substance, and how much of a substance an individual will consume if the
substance is freely available. For example, the amount of money that an individual will
spend on a given reinforcer in comparison to the amount of money they spend on other
reinforcers is one measure of RE. Additionally, the point at which an individual will stop
spending money on a reinforcer is also a measure of RE. Drugs, alcohol, and food are all
examples of primary reinforcers that have high RE; individuals often allocate significant
time, money, and effort towards obtaining these substances (Epstein, Leddy, Temple, &
Faith, 2007; Bickel, Marsch, & Carroll, 2000).
Basic behavioral economic research has measured RE with the peak response rate
for a substance, the Breakpoint of response for a substance using a progressive ratio
schedule (i.e., the first price at which an organism will not respond or consumption is
equal to zero), and response for one substance relative to an alternative substance that is
present at the same time; higher values suggest higher RE (Murphy & MacKillop, 2006).
The focus of this basic research was typically to examine the abuse liability of a drug;
drugs that have high RE, as measured by these laboratory paradigms, are likely to be
abused by people in the natural environment (Hursh, 1991, 1993; Hursh & Winger,
1995). More recent research has examined RE as an individual difference variable
(MacKillop & Murphy, 2007; Murphy & MacKillop, 2006; Skidmore & Murphy, 2010).
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In relation to alcohol, greater RE would suggest that an individual highly values
alcohol, and if relative RE is examined the individual values alcohol more than other
reinforcers (i.e., social interaction, academic/career success). Qualitatively different
reinforcers can also be compared to each other through the use of Herrnstein’s (1970)
matching law, which states that the proportion of behavior (i.e., time/money spent)
allocated towards an activity is equal to the proportion of reinforcement gained from
given commodities (i.e., food or alcohol). The equations developed by Herrnstein allow
researchers to quantify the relative RE of one commodity versus another. As discussed
briefly above, there are a variety of methods by which to measure RE of a given
substance for an individual.
Consumption and Demand
A primary measure of an organism’s behavior is consumption (Madden, 2000).
Consumption can include various activities such as eating, drinking, or engaging in other
behaviors and is a primary index of an individual’s level of demand for a given
reinforcer. Demand refers to the amount of a commodity that an individual will purchase
at a specific price.
Demand curves plot consumption as a function of price and are used to measure
an individual’s demand for a commodity, such as drugs or alcohol. In addition to a
consumption curve, expenditure curves can be plotted as well by multiplying an
individual’s reported consumption at each price by the specific price. Expenditure curves
typically form an inverted-U beginning with lower expenditures at lower prices,
increasing as drinking levels stay stable across moderate prices, and then again
decreasing as a result of lowered consumption in response to higher prices. Several RE
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indices can be obtained from demand curves which can assess different dimensions of
strength of desire for a substance (MacKillop et al., 2009). Intensity is defined as
consumption when the price is zero, and provides a measure of free-access demand for
substances. Omax is the maximum expenditure, and Pmax is the price associated with Omax
as well as the price at which demand becomes elastic (described in more detail below).
Breakpoint is the price at which consumption equals zero.
Elasticity of demand quantifies the relative sensitivity of consumption to price. It
is the rate at which demand for a reinforcer decreases as a function of price and is derived
from a nonlinear regression which predicts consumption from price. Elasticity is
different for different goods and serves as another measure of how reinforcing or
necessary a given commodity is to an individual. Demand varies along a continuum from
relatively elastic to relatively inelastic. Demand for a reinforcer is considered inelastic if
increases in the price of the reinforcer lead to less than proportional decreases in the
consumption of the good. Demand is elastic if increases in price lead to larger than
proportional decreases in consumption (Madden, 2000; Murphy et al., 2007). Thus, more
inelastic demand suggests that a commodity is more essential (i.e. gasoline or drinking
water; Hursh & Silberberg, 2008). Elasticity of demand for specific items, such as
alcohol, varies across individuals as well. The measures of Breakpoint and Pmax also
provide measures of the relative impact of price on consumption. Specifically,
Breakpoint indicates the point at which an individual will stop allocating resources
towards the attainment of a substance and Pmax is the point at which demand for the
reinforcer goes from being inelastic to elastic.
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Hypothetical purchase task measures of reinforcing efficacy. Typically,
demand curves are generated through extended laboratory studies that measure actual
substance administration over a series of response cost or price conditions (Christensen,
Silberberg, Hursh, Huntsberry, & Riley, 2008; Johnson & Bickel, 2006; Watje-Galuska,
Galuska, & Winger, 2011). These methods are often impractical and expensive in many
clinical and applied research settings. As a result, several researchers have developed
hypothetical purchase measures to provide a more cost and time efficient measure of the
reinforcement value associated with a given drug (Jacobs & Bickel, 1999; Murphy &
MacKillop, 2006). One such hypothetical purchase task is the Alcohol Purchase Task
(APT; Murphy & MacKillop, 2006). Participants are provided with a hypothetical
drinking scenario, and are instructed to imagine that they had not had any drinks before
the scenario and they would not be drinking after the scenario. They are then asked how
many drinks they would consume at various different prices (MacKillop & Murphy,
2007; Skidmore & Murphy, 2010).
A number of studies have been conducted with college students using the APT to
assess the RE value of alcohol as well as how the RE metrics relate to each other (see
Table 1 for sample characteristics and results of studies reviewed). Murphy and
MacKillop (2006) examined RE among 267 weekly drinking, mostly White, college
students using demand metrics. Participants reported drinking an average of14.33 drinks
per week and reported experiencing a mean of 5.19 alcohol-related problems in the past
month. They noted that Breakpoint, Pmax, and Elasticity were all highly correlated, as
these measures may all measures some element of price sensitivity. Additionally, as
hypothesized, many of the other metrics were positively associated. The authors also
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Table 1
Summary of Studies and Results Examining RE
Demand Curves
Study

Sample Characteristics

Measure; Reinforcement metric(s)

Findings

Murphy &

267 weekly drinking college

Alcohol Purchase Task; Intensity,

Relations between metrics: Intensity was

MacKillop (2006)

students (76% women) with

Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, Elasticity

not correlated with Pmax. Breakpoint, Omax

a mean age of 20.11. Mean

variables, and Pmax variables were positively

drinks per week = 14.33

correlated. Elasticity was positively
correlated to all metrics except Intensity.
Relations to other variables: Intensity,
Breakpoint, and Omax measures were
positively correlated with drinks/week,
heavy drinking episodes/week, and alcohol
problems. Greater values for Breakpoint,
Intensity, and Omax for heavy vs. light
drinkers.
(table continues)
13

Table 1 (continued)
Study

Sample Characteristics

Measure; Reinforcement metric(s)

Findings

MacKillop &

51 heavy drinking college

Alcohol Purchase Task; Intensity,

Relations between metrics: Intensity

Murphy (2007)

students (67% women) with

Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, Elasticity.

correlated with Omax. Breakpoint correlated

a mean age of 20 years who

with Omax, Pmax, and Elasticity. Omax

received a brief alcohol

correlated with Pmax, and Elasticity. Pmax

intervention. Mean drinks

correlated with Elasticity.

per week = 24.57.

Relations to other variables: Intensity was
positively correlated with baseline
drinks/week. Omax, Pmax, Breakpoint, and
Elasticity predicted drinks/week at 6 month
after controlling for drinking, gender,
treatment assignment, and reinforcement
ratio. Omax and Breakpoint predicted heavy
drinking episodes at follow-up.
(table continues)
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Table 1 (continued)
Study

Sample Characteristics

Measure; Reinforcement metric(s)

Findings

MacKillop et al.,

33 cigarette smoking college

Cigarette Purchase Task; Intensity,

Relations between metrics: Intensity was

2008

students (42% women) with

Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, Elasticity.

correlated with all metrics except

a mean age of 19.30 years.

Breakpoint. Breakpoint was correlated to

Mean cigarettes per day =

all metrics except Intensity. Omax was

5.31.

correlated to all metrics except Elasticity.
Pmax was correlated with all metrics except
Intensity.
Relations to other variables: Intensity and
Omax were associated with nicotine
dependence and daily smoking. Individuals
with mild-to-moderate nicotine dependence
had higher values for Intensity and Omax than
minimally dependent individuals.
(table continues)
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Table 1 (continued)
Study

Sample Characteristics

Measure; Reinforcement metric(s)

Findings

Murphy et al.,

38 college students who

Alcohol Purchase Task; Intensity,

Relations between metrics: Intensity

2009

reported past month heavy

Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, Elasticity.

positively correlated with Omax and

drinking or drug use with a

Elasticity. Breakpoint positively correlated

mean age of 19.92. Mean

with Omax and Pmax. Omax positively

drinks per week = 12.55

correlated with Pmax. Elasticity negatively
correlated with all metrics.
Relations to other variables: Intensity,
Elasticity and Omax were correlated with
weekly drinking. Intensity and Omax were
correlated with alcohol-related problems.
When controlling for weekly drinking,
Intensity significantly predict alcoholrelated problems.
(table continues)
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Table 1 (continued)
Study

Sample Characteristics

Measure; Reinforcement metric(s)

Findings

MacKillop et al.,

61 regular drinkers with a

Alcohol Purchase Task; Intensity,

Relations between metrics: Intensity was

2010

mean age of 42.4 years.

Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, Elasticity.

positively correlated with Omax. Breakpoint

Mean drinks per week =

was positively correlated with Omax, Pmax,

29.09.

and Elasticity. Omax positively correlated
with Elasticity and Pmax. Pmax positively
correlated with Elasticity.
Relations to other variables: Intensity was
positively correlated with alcohol use
disorder symptoms but only marginally
predicted alcohol use disorder symptoms.
(table continues)
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Table 1 (continued)
Study

Sample Characteristics

Measure; Reinforcement metric(s)

Findings

MacKillop et al.,

92 heavy drinking college

Alcohol Purchase Task; Intensity,

Relations between metrics: Intensity was

2010

students with a mean age =

Breakpoint, Omax, Breakpoint,

largely positively correlated with Omax and

18.9 years. Mean drinks per

Pmax.

Breakpoint following neutral and alcohol

week = 25.18 and 21.52 for

cues. Intensity and Pmax were moderately

men and women,

positively correlated following the neutral

respectively.

cue, but nonsignficant following the alcohol
cue. Omax demonstrated large positive
correlations with Breakpoint and Pmax
following both of the cues. Finally,
Breakpoint and Pmax demonstrated a large
positive relation following both cues.
(table continues)
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Table 1 (continued)
Study

Sample Characteristics

Measure; Reinforcement metric(s)

Findings

MacKillop et al.,

92 heavy drinking college

Alcohol Purchase Task; Intensity,

Relations to other variables: Intensity was

2010 (continued)

students with a mean age =

Breakpoint, Omax, Breakpoint,

positively correlated with drinks per week.

18.9 years. Mean drinks per

Pmax.

Exposure to alcohol cues lead to increased

Smith et al., 2010

week = 25.18 and 21.52 for

Intensity, Omax, and Breakpoint. Intensity

men and women,

and Omax were also significantly correlated

respectively.

with changes in craving.

255 college students who

Alcohol Purchase Task; Intensity

Relations between metrics: Omax and

reported drinking in the past

and Omax

Intensity were positively correlated with

month with a mean age of

each other.

20.55 years. Mean drinks per

Relations to other variables: Omax and

week = 8.36.

Intensity were correlated with drinks/week
and alcohol-related problems. Intensity was
positively correlated with sensation-seeking
(table continues)
19

Table 1 (continued)
Study

Sample Characteristics

Measure; Reinforcement metric(s)

Findings

Smith et al., 2010

255 college students who

Alcohol Purchase Task; Intensity

and urgency. Omax moderated the

(continued)

reported drinking in the past

and Omax

relationships between sensation-seeking and

month with a mean age of

urgency and drinks/week. Omax moderated

20.55 years. Mean drinks per

the relationship between urgency and

week = 8.36.

alcohol-related problems. Intensity
moderated the relationships between
sensation-seeking and urgency and drinks/
week.

Murphy et al.,

138 cigarette smoking

Cigarette Purchase Task; Intensity,

Relations between metrics: There were

2011

adolescents (49% women)

Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, Elasticity.

large positive correlations between the

with a mean age of 16.5

Breakpoint, Pmax, Omax, and Elasticity.

years. Mean cigarettes per

Intensity was highly correlated with Omax ,

day = 5.97.
(table continues)
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Table 1 (continued)
Study

Sample Characteristics

Measure; Reinforcement metric(s)

Findings

Murphy et al.,

138 cigarette smoking

Cigarette Purchase Task; Intensity,

moderately correlated with Breakpoint, and

2011 (continued)

adolescents (49% women)

Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, Elasticity.

negatively correlated with Elasticity.

with a mean age of 16.5

Relations to other variables: Intensity was

years. Mean cigarettes per

positively correlated with daily smoking,

day = 5.97.

nicotine dependence. Breakpoint, Omax, and
Elasticity were significantly positively
correlated to daily smoking and nicotine
dependence. Pmax was also positively
associated with nicotine dependence.
Participants with greater nicotine
dependence reported significantly higher
Omax values.
(table continues)
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Table 1 (continued)
Study

Sample Characteristics

Measure; Reinforcement metric(s)

Findings

Yurasek et al.,

215 college students (72%

Alcohol Purchase Task. Intensity,

Relations between metrics: There was a

2011

women). Mean age was

Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, and

significant large positive correlation

20.65 years. Mean drinks per

Elasticity

between Intensity and Omax. A large

week = 8.85 drinks per week.

positive correlation between Breakpoint and
Omax, and Breakpoint and Pmax. A moderate
positive correlation between Omax and Pmax.
A large positive correlation between Pmax
and Elasticity and a small negative
correlation between Pmax and Intensity.
Relations to other variables: Intensity,
Breakpoint, Omax, and Elasticity were
correlated with drinks per week and alcoholrelated consequences. Intensity, Omax, and.
(table continues)
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Table 1 (continued)
Study

Sample Characteristics

Measure; Reinforcement metric(s)

Findings

Yurasek et al.,

215 college students (72%

Alcohol Purchase Task. Intensity,

Pmax were associated with peak drinks

2011 (continued)

women). Mean age was

Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, and

consumed. Intensity and Omax were

20.65 years. Mean drinks per

Elasticity

associated with heavy drinking episodes.

week = 8.85 drinks per week.

Intensity and Omax were both positively
correlated with enhancement and coping
drinking motives. Breakpoint was
associated with enhancement motives.

Relative Behavioral Allocation and Enjoyment
Study

Sample Characteristics

Measure; Reinforcement metric(s)

Findings

Murphy et al.,

54 heavy drinking college

Adolescent Reinforcement Survey

Reinforcement ratio was positively

2005

students (69% women) with

Schedule-Substance Use Version;

correlated with baseline weekly drinking

a mean age of 19.94 years

Reinforcement ratio

and alcohol-related problems.
(table continues)
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Table 1 (continued)
Study

Sample Characteristics

Measure; Reinforcement metric(s)

Findings

Murphy et al.,

who received a brief alcohol

Adolescent Reinforcement Survey

Reinforcement ratio was a significant

2005

intervention. Mean drinks

Schedule-Substance Use Version;

predictor of drinking rates at 6 month follow

per week = 24.12

Reinforcement ratio

up for women but not men.

Murphy et al.,

38 college students who

Adolescent Reinforcement Survey

Reinforcement ratio was positively

2009

reported past month heavy

Schedule-Substance Use Version;

correlated to the Intensity variable

drinking or drug use with a

Reinforcement ratio

calculated from demand curves.

mean age of 19.92. Mean

Reinforcement ratio was significantly

drinks per week = 12.55

correlated with weekly drinking and
alcohol-related problems.

Relative Discretionary Spending
Study

Sample Characteristics

Measure; Reinforcement metric(s)

Findings

Tucker et al.,

55 adults assessed

Alcohol-Savings Discretionary

Pre-resolution Alcohol-Savings

longitudinally who reported

Expenditure Index

Discretionary Expenditure Index was
(table continues)
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Table 1 (continued)
Study

Sample Characteristics

Measure; Reinforcement metric(s)

Findings

Tucker et al.,

55 adults assessed

Alcohol-Savings Discretionary

moderately correlated with pre-resolution

2002 (continued)

longitudinally who reported

Expenditure Index

drinking and predicted stable or unstable

natural recovery from

resolution at 2 year follow-up.

alcohol dependence (40%
women) with a mean age of
40.22 years. Mean ml of
alcohol/drinking day =
179.93.
Tucker et al.,

144 adults assessed

Alcohol-Savings Discretionary

Pre-resolution Alcohol-Savings

2006

longitudinally who reported

Expenditure Index

Discretionary Expenditure Index was

recovery from alcohol

moderately correlated with pre-resolution

dependence/abuse (natural

drinking. Lower Alcohol-Savings

recovery, Alcoholics

Discretionary Expenditure Index values
(table continues)
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Table 1 (continued)
Study

Sample Characteristics

Measure; Reinforcement metric(s)

Findings

Tucker et al.,

Anonymous, or formal

Alcohol-Savings Discretionary

were predictive of resolution stability above

2006 (continued)

treatment; 33% women) with

Expenditure Index

and beyond several other significant

a mean age of 46.80 years.

predictors for both treated and untreated

Mean ml of alcohol/drinking

participants. Pre-resolution Alcohol-

day = 141.32.

Savings Discretionary Expenditure Index
was not significantly correlated with
negative life events or psychological
symptoms but was positively correlated with
functional alcohol problems.

Tucker et al.,

41 adults assessed

Alcohol-Savings Discretionary

Lower levels of pre-resolution Alcohol-

2008

longitudinally who reported

Expenditure Index

Savings Discretionary Expenditure Index

recovery from alcohol

were associated with maintaining drinking

dependence with a mean age

resolution. Low-risk drinkers and abstainers
(table continues)
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Table 1 (continued)
Study

Sample Characteristics

Measure; Reinforcement metric(s)

Findings

Tucker et al.,

41 adults assessed

Alcohol-Savings Discretionary

demonstrated lower discrepancies between

2008 (continued)

longitudinally who reported

Expenditure Index

alcohol and savings allocations compared to

recovery from alcohol

high-risk drinkers.

dependence with a mean age
of 45.2 years. Mean ml of
alcohol/drinking day =
228.3.
Murphy et al.,

38 college students who

Timeline Follow-Back; Relative

Expenditure on alcohol was positively

2009

reported past month heavy

discretionary spending towards

correlated with Intensity and Omax and

drinking or drug use with a

alcohol

negatively correlated with Elasticity.

mean age of 19.92. Mean

Expenditures on alcohol were positively

drinks per week = 12.55

correlated with weekly drinking.
(table continues)
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Table 1 continued
Study

Sample Characteristics

Measure; Reinforcement metric(s)

Findings

Tucker et al.,

Resolved nonabstinent: 30

Alcohol-Savings Discretionary

Resolved nonabstinent participants spent

2009

adults (47% women), mean

Expenditure Index

less money on alcohol and more money on

age = 48.27 years. Mean ml

savings than Unstable resolution

etoh/drinking day = 103.53.

participants, and less money on alcohol than

Resolved abstinent: 95

Resolved abstinent participants pre-

adults (35% women), mean

resolution. Increases in pre-resolution

age = 44.27 years. Mean ml

Alcohol-Savings Discretionary Expenditure

etoh/drinking day = 228.47.

Index were associated with greater problem

Unstable resolution: 77

drinking and abstinence in comparison with

adults (32% women), mean

moderation.

age = 43.97 years. Mean ml
of etoh/drinking day =
212.64.
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sought to examine the relations between the demand metrics and measures of alcohol use
and problems (drinks per week, HDEs per week, and alcohol-related problems).
Intensity, Omax, and Breakpoint were all moderately positively correlated with all three
alcohol-related measures, suggesting that these metrics may be effective measures of
problem severity. Finally, the authors examined the differences in RE between light (no
HDEs during a typical week) and heavy drinking (at least one HDE during a typical
week) college students. As expected, heavy drinking college students had significantly
greater values for Intensity, Omax, and Breakpoint. Thus, it appears that the RE metrics of
the demand curves demonstrate convergent validity with each other, but are also sensitive
to differences in actual drinking patterns and may be useful in differentiating between
heavy drinkers and light drinkers when used with college students.
Using the same sample described above MacKillop and colleagues (2009)
conducted a factor analysis to examine the latent factors involved in the demand metrics.
Their analyses revealed two underlying factors. Amplitude, which represents the
maximum spent and consumed, is made up of Intensity and Omax. Persistence, which
represents the sensitivity to increasing price, is made up of Elasticity, Pmax, Breakpoint,
and Omax.
MacKillop and Murphy (2007) sought to further examine the relations of the RE
metrics of the demand curves and their associations with outcomes following a drinking
intervention. A subsample of participants (from the study described in Murphy and
MacKillop, 2006) was used and included 51 heavy drinking college students (those who
reported drinking more than 80% of students in their screening sample) who completed
the APT, other drinking measures, and a brief alcohol intervention. The sample was
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predominantly White, reported drinking an average of 24.57 drinks per week, and
reported an average of eight alcohol-related problems in the past month. They found that
Omax, Pmax, Breakpoint, and Elasticity all predicted drinks per week six months following
the intervention after controlling for baseline drinking, gender, treatment assignment, and
reinforcement ratio. Omax and Breakpoint predicted HDEs at follow-up in a covariate
model as well. Greater levels of each RE variable were associated with greater levels of
follow-up drinking. These findings highlight the predictive validity of the RE metrics for
future alcohol use. The fact that higher levels of these metrics prior to an intervention
predicted greater drinking at follow-up suggests that they may be sensitive to greater
problem severity. Interestingly, Intensity was not associated with any of the follow-up
drinking variables. Again, these results lend support to the use of the RE variables with
college students. Smith and colleagues (2010) examined the relations between measures
of impulsivity-related traits, RE (Intensity and Omax), and alcohol use among 255 college
drinkers. The sample was ethnically diverse (approximately 60% White and 33% Black)
and reported drinking an average of 8.36 drinks per week and experiencing
approximately nine alcohol-related problems in the past six months. The authors found
that Omax and Intensity were moderately positively correlated with each other and both
were also moderately correlated with drinks per week and alcohol-related problems. In
addition, Intensity demonstrated small positive correlations with both sensation-seeking
and urgency. The authors also conducted moderation analyses to further examine the
relations between RE, impulsivity, and alcohol use and problems. The analyses revealed
that Omax moderated the relations between sensation-seeking and drinks per week as well
as urgency and drinks per week. Omax also moderated the relation between urgency and
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alcohol-related problems. Finally, Intensity moderated the relation between sensationseeking and drinks per week and urgency and drinks per week. These findings
demonstrate that a well-documented relation between a risk factor (i.e., impulsivityrelated traits) and alcohol problem severity (Lejuez et al., 2010) is moderated by RE.
Additionally, the findings of the study suggests that the measures of RE and are
differentially related to risk factors and alcohol use and problems which lends further
support to RE as a multidimensional construct.
Research has also examined the relations between RE, drinking motives, and
alcohol-use. Yurasek and colleagues (2011) recruited 215 college students in order to
examine if drinking motives mediated the relation between RE and alcohol use.
Participants’ mean age was 20.65 years and they drank an average of 8.85 drinks per
week. The authors included Intensity, Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, and Elasticity in their
analyses. They found: (a) a significant large positive correlation between Intensity and
Omax, (b) a large positive correlation between Breakpoint and Omax, and Breakpoint and
Pmax, (c) a moderate positive correlation between Omax and Pmax, and (d) a large positive
correlation between Pmax and Elasticity, and a small negative correlation between Pmax
and Intensity. Additionally, Intensity, Breakpoint, Omax, and Elasticity were all
associated with drinks per week and alcohol-related consequences. Intensity, Omax, and
Pmax were associated with peak drinks consumed, and Intensity and Omax were associated
with heavy drinking episodes. Finally, Intensity and Omax were both positively correlated
with drinking for enhancement and drinking to cope motives; Breakpoint was associated
with enhancement motives. The authors conducted structural equation modeling to
examine the relations between the Persistence factor, alcohol use, and drinking motives,
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and separately to examine the relations between the Intensity and Omax, alcohol use, and
drinking motives. They found that Persistence was associated with enhancement
motives, but not coping motive, and not alcohol use directly. They conducted
meditational analyses and concluded that enhancement motives mediated the relation
between Persistence and alcohol use. As for the other model, they found that Omax was
also associated with enhancement but not coping motives, whereas Intensity was
associated with both types of motives. Both Intensity and Omax were associated with
alcohol use, but not alcohol-related problems. The authors conducted mediation analyses
and concluded that the relations between Omax and alcohol use, and Intensity and alcohol
use were mediated by enhancement, and coping and enhancement motives, respectively.
Thus, it appears that the Persistence metrics are less related to alcohol use than the
Amplitude metrics. Additionally, the Amplitude metrics demonstrated relations with
drinking motives, which are a well-established risk factor for alcohol use and problems
(Carey & Correia, 1997; Ham & Hope, 2003).
MacKillop and colleagues (2010) examined RE among a sample of 61,
predominantly White, regular drinking adults recruited from the community. The aim of
the study was to examine the relations between the RE metrics, alcohol use disorder
(AUD) symptoms, craving for alcohol, and delay reward discounting (how much an
individual values smaller sooner rewards over larger later rewards). Participants in the
study were an average of 42 years old, drank about 29 drinks per week, and 62% met
criteria for an AUD. The authors used Intensity, Breakpoint, Omax, and Pmax and found
that in relation to AUD symptoms, Intensity was positively correlated, and marginally
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predicted these symptoms. The authors also noted a significant association between
Intensity and delay reward discounting.
MacKillop and colleagues (2010) conducted an additional study to examine the
relations between demand for alcohol and cue-elicited craving for alcohol. They
recruited 92 heavy drinking college students (mean age = 18.9 years, mean drinks per
week = 25.18 and 21.52 for men and women, respectively) who reported that beer was
among their three most commonly consumed and favorite alcoholic beverages.
Participants completed two APTs which assessed their demand for alcohol at the current
moment following exposure to cues. Participants were first exposed to a neutral cue
(water) and then an alcohol cue (their preferred beer). The following variables
demonstrated large positive correlations with each other following both cues: Intensity
with Omax and Breakpoint, Omax with Breakpoint and Pmax, and Breakpoint and Pmax. Only
Intensity was positively correlated with drinks per week. Exposure to alcohol cues lead
to increased craving for alcohol, as well as greater levels of Intensity, Omax, and
Breakpoint. Intensity and Omax were also significantly correlated with changes in
craving. The results of the study, suggest that (a) the relations between the RE metrics
are largely consistent with each other following changes in alcohol craving, (b) demand
for alcohol, increases for heavy drinkers following exposure to an alcohol cue, and (c)
that Intensity and Omax are associated with changes in craving, which is considered a key
feature in the maintenance of alcohol use (Ludwig, 1989).
In addition to purchase tasks used to assess demand for alcohol, the Cigarette
Purchase Task (CPT; MacKillop et al., 2008) assesses demand for nicotine. MacKillop
and colleagues (2008) sought to examine the convergent validity of the demand metrics
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obtained from the CPT with a small sample of mostly White and Asian weekly smoking
college students (n = 33; mean cigarettes per week = 5.31). The authors noted that the
correlations between the metrics varied. The authors also examined the relations of these
RE metrics with measures of cigarette smoking problem severity, specifically nicotine
dependence level and daily tobacco use. These analyses revealed that Intensity and Omax
were positively correlated with both daily use and dependence. The authors examined
differences in the demand metrics between mild-to-moderate nicotine dependent
individuals and minimally dependent individuals. Individuals with a mild-to-moderate
nicotine dependence demonstrated greater RE from cigarettes than minimally dependent
individuals, specifically in terms of Intensity and Omax. These findings suggest that even
when used with different substances, RE measures (specifically Intensity and Omax) are
associated with problem severity for college students and can differentiate among more
and less severe users.
Murphy and colleagues (2011) aimed to replicate and extend the findings of
MacKillop and colleagues (2010) with an adolescent smoking population. They recruited
138 adolescents from the community who reported smoking at least once in the past two
weeks (mean cigarettes smoked per day = 5.97, 84% White). The participants completed
the CPT and the authors examined the relations between Intensity, Breakpoint, Omax,
Pmax, and Elasticity. Consistent with previous purchase task/demand curve research they
found large positive correlations between Breakpoint, Elasticity, Omax, and Pmax which
highlights that these variables measure price sensitivity of demand. Additionally, they
found large correlations between Intensity and Omax. The authors also examined the
relations between the metrics and several measures of problem severity, including,
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cigarettes smoked per day, nicotine dependence, and motivation to change smoking.
Intensity was positively correlated with cigarettes per day and nicotine dependence.
Additionally, Breakpoint, Omax, and Elasticity were significantly positively associated
with cigarettes per day and nicotine dependence. Pmax was also positively associated with
nicotine dependence. Finally, the authors conducted a series of correlations to examine
the relations between the metrics and smoking variables when controlling for SES. When
controlling for SES, all of the correlations remained significant, except those between
Breakpoint and Pmax with nicotine dependence. These results highlight the utility of
demand curve RE metrics at assessing problem severity. Additionally, the findings
related to SES suggest that RE metrics, especially, Intensity, Omax, and Elasticity, are
useful problem severity measures regardless of SES.
Resource Allocation
Another primary behavioral economic variable is resource allocation. The
amount of time, money, and other resources that a person will allocate to gain access to a
reinforcer (drugs or alcohol, for example) provides an additional measure of the value of
that reinforcer. The focus on resource allocation as an independent index of reward value
(beyond consumption) is a unique feature of behavioral economics (Madden, 2000). For
example, in the demand curve studies reviewed previously (MacKillop & Murphy, 2007;
Murphy & MacKillop, 2006; Skidmore & Murphy, 2010), Omax assessed the maximum
amount of money an individual would spend for a (hypothetical) alcohol purchase.
Alternative reinforcers also play an important role in understanding resource
allocation. In the natural environment, organisms choose between various available
activities/commodities; an organism’s behavior is not simply determined by the
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reinforcement value of one reinforcer. The reinforcing value of a given commodity,
including alcohol and drugs, is also impacted by the availability of alternative substancefree activities, and the reinforcing value of these activities (Murphy, et al., 2007).
Behavioral surveys such as the Adolescent Reinforcement Survey Schedule-Substance
Use Version (ARSS-SUV) measure the frequency of engagement in, and subjective
pleasure associated with a variety of activities (e.g., socializing, watching TV, exercising,
and reading). Spending time with friends, for example, would be considered a high value
reinforcer for an individual who sees their friends daily and considers socializing with
friends highly enjoyable. Using Herrnstein’s (1970) matching law researchers can
calculate a reinforcement ratio (RR, i.e., substance-free reinforcement/substance-related +
substance-free reinforcement) for each participant. This ratio provides a measure of the
value of drugs relative to substance-free activities (Correia, Carey, Simons, & Borsari,
2003; Correia, Simons, Carey, & Borsari, 1998).
Other researchers have examined actual financial allocations towards alcohol
(relative to savings) as an objective assessment of the reinforcement value of alcohol. In
accordance with Herrnstein’s Matching law, the Alcohol-Savings Discretionary
Expenditure Index (ASDE; Tucker, Vuchinich, & Rippens, 2002) measures the amount
of discretionary expenditures that a person allocates towards alcohol versus the amount of
discretionary expenditures allocated towards savings. Savings is used in order to capture
relative preference for alcohol (an immediate reinforcer) versus the delayed
reinforcement associated with savings. Greater values of ASDE (greater relative
discretionary expenditures towards alcohol versus savings) demonstrate greater RE of
alcohol. Because the alternative reward category is savings, the ASDE also measures
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delayed reward discounting. As noted earlier, delayed reward discounting (DRD) refers
to the tendency of individuals to discount the value of future rewards and has been found
consistently to be associated with substance use problems (MacKillop & Kahler, 2009;
Madden, Bickel, & Jacobs, 1999; Vuchinich & Simpson, 1998).
Relative behavioral allocation and enjoyment measures of reinforcing
efficacy. In laboratory settings positive reinforcement is defined as a process whereby a
behavior (operant) increases following the presentation of a reinforcing stimulus (food,
drugs, etc.). Again, these laboratory procedures are often impractical for clinical use.
Thus, naturalistic studies using human participants often measure reinforcement by some
combination of activity participation and enjoyment ratings (Correia et al., 2003; Correia
et al., 1998; Skidmore & Murphy, 2010).
Correia and colleagues (1998, 2003) used a reinforcement survey called the
Pleasant Events Schedule (PES; MacPhillamy & Lewinsohn, 1982) in a series of studies
designed to assess the relation between alcohol use and RR. Correia and colleagues
(1998) found that RR was positively correlated with substance use days and substance
use activity, and was also a significant predictor of substance use days. A second study
investigated the relations between reinforcement from specific activity domains and
heavy drinking (Correia et al., 2003). Students who reported at least two heavy drinking
episodes in the past month reported less reinforcement from nonsocial (e.g., ―just sitting
and thinking‖), passive outdoor (e.g., ―going on a nature walk or trip‖), feminine (e.g.,
―taking a bath‖), and introverted (e.g., ―doing art work‖) activities than those students
who reported fewer than two heavy drinking episodes. A study that administered the
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PES to adult cocaine abusers and controls found almost exactly the same results (van
Etten, Higgins, Budney, & Badger, 1998).
Murphy and colleagues (2005) used the ARSS-SUV to examine how RR was
associated with alcohol use, alcohol-related problems and post-intervention outcomes in a
sample of 54 heavy drinking college students (the same treatment sample described
above in MacKillop and Murphy, 2007). Participants were predominantly White and
reported an average of about 24 drinks per week. The authors found that RR was
positively associated with both weekly drinking and alcohol-related problems at baseline.
Additionally, the authors assessed whether or not RR was a predictor of drinking
outcomes (drinks per week) six months following a brief alcohol intervention, when
controlling for baseline drinking levels. RR was a significant predictor for women but
not men; specifically, women with higher RR values at baseline reported greater drinking
rates at follow-up. Additionally, participants who reported a decrease in their
consumption of five or more drinks per week at follow-up reported a decrease in the
amount of reinforcement gained from substance-related activities. Thus, measures of
relative behavioral allocation towards substance use versus alternative reinforcers may
allow for the identification of more problematic drinkers, especially in women. Those
drinkers with higher RR values may be less likely to respond to brief interventions, which
suggests a more severe drinking problem.
Relative discretionary expenditures on alcohol measures of reinforcing
efficacy. Money is another important resource that humans must allocate among the
various activities they value (including alcohol) and it provides a common metric that can
be used to compare the value of alcohol to other activities. Tucker and colleagues (2002,
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2006, 2008, 2009) conducted a series of studies to examine the ASDE and its relations to
recovery from AUDs. In their initial study the authors examined ASDE among
individuals who reported natural recovery from alcohol dependence (Tucker et al., 2002).
Specifically, they hypothesized that pre-resolution ASDE would measure the extent to
which individuals value alcohol relative to delayed rewards (savings), and that
individuals who showed greater relative resource allocation towards alcohol would be
more likely to have less stable drinking patterns in the years following their recovery
from an alcohol problem. The authors recruited 55 participants from the community who
reported that they had resolved their drinking problems without the assistance of
treatment. The mean age of the predominantly White sample was about 40 years old and
the mean duration of drinking problem was approximately 13 years. During the initial
resolution period 15% were drinking moderately and the remainder was abstaining from
alcohol. The authors found that pre-resolution ASDE was moderately positively
correlated with pre-resolution alcohol use, thus those participants who allocated more
money towards alcohol versus savings drank more prior to recovering from their alcohol
problem. They conducted three discriminant function analyses using pre-treatment, posttreatment, and a combination of pre/post treatment variables. In both the pre-treatment
and post-treatment analyses ASDE was one of the significant predictors of long-term
drinking outcomes. Specifically, higher discretionary expenditures on alcohol predicted
unstable drinking patterns following drinking problem resolution, even after controlling
for other significant measures of problem severity. These findings suggest that for
individuals with a drinking problem, higher levels of RE from alcohol predict problems
in moderating alcohol use after recovery. Higher amounts of money towards alcohol than
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savings for the future may suggest a more severe problem with alcohol which may make
it more difficult to abstain from alcohol or continue a safe pattern of drinking following
recovery.
The authors sought to extend these findings with a larger sample of drinkers with
different treatment experiences (Tucker, Vuchinich, Black, & Rippens, 2006). They
recruited 144 individuals who had resolved their AUD either without treatment, with
involvement in Alcoholics Anonymous, or formal treatment. Again, the sample was
predominantly White, with a mean age of 46 years. At screening, participants reported a
mean duration of alcohol problem of about 18 years and a resolution period of
approximately four months. During the initial resolution period 91% of the participants
had abstained from alcohol and 9% had demonstrated non-abusive moderation. Again,
the authors found that pre-resolution ASDE was moderately positively correlated with
pre-resolution drinking. Pre-resolution ASDE was not significantly correlated with
negative life events or psychological symptoms. It was positively correlated with
functional problems due to alcohol, suggesting that pre-resolution ASDE may be an
appropriate measure of problem severity, but that it is assessing something different than
life problems overall. Additionally, lower ASDE values were predictive of stable
drinking patterns at follow-up above and beyond a number of other significant predictors
(e.g., White race, pre-resolution drinking days, and lower relaxation expectancies). Thus,
the ASDE is predictive of drinking outcomes regardless of specific treatment
involvement.
Tucker, Foushee, and Black (2008) sought to replicate the findings of the earlier
studies using Interactive Voice Response self-monitoring to monitor drinking behaviors
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in the early drinking problem resolution phase. IVR is a key methodological
improvement that allowed the researchers to get daily prospective data about drinkers
during an especially risky time of recovery: the first one to three months. Forty-one
adults who reported recent resolution of their alcohol use disorder were included in the
sample. The sample was predominantly White with a mean age of 45 years. Mean
duration of drinking problem was 17 years. The authors found that lower levels of preresolution ASDE were associated with the maintenance of moderate drinking resolution.
Additionally, low-risk drinkers reported less discrepancy between their discretionary
alcohol and discretionary savings expenditures compared to high-risk drinkers. Thus,
consistent with previous studies, it appears that higher alcohol RE predicts level of
problematic drinking.
Finally, Tucker, Roth, Vignolo, & Westfall (2009) sought to examine the relation
between ASDE and three different drinking styles, resolved nonabstinent (RNA),
resolved abstinent (RA), and unstable resolutions (UR), following the resolution of a
drinking problem. The authors used a pooled sample from their previous studies which
included 30 participants in the RNA group, 95 participants in the RA group, and 77
participants in the UR group. The authors found that ASDE was associated with
moderated drinking patterns post-resolution. Specifically, RNA participants reported
spending less money on alcohol and more money on savings in comparison with UR
participants and less money on alcohol than the RA participants. This suggests that RE
from alcohol predicts stable moderate drinking patterns.
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Relations among Reinforcing Efficacy Metrics
In order to further assess the construct validity of RE as well as to assess the
practical utility of the RE metrics as measures of problem severity, Murphy and
colleagues (2009) conducted a small pilot study to examine the relations among all of the
RE metrics described above, as well as their respective associations with alcohol use and
problems. They examined the convergent validity of the following metrics: Elasticity,
Intensity, Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, RR calculated from the ARSS-SUV, and a monetary
measure similar to the ASDE. They also examined correlations between these metrics
and alcohol use and alcohol-related problems (described in more detail below). The testretest reliability of the demand curve metrics was also assessed.
Participants were eligible for the study if they reported one or more past-month
HDEs or any drug use in the past month. Thirty-eight college students participated in the
study and on average the participants reported consuming 12.55 drinks per week and
reported 5.81 HDEs in the past month. Participants completed an alcohol demand curve
measure (the APT), an RR measure (the ARSS-SUV), a measures about the amount of
money they had available for discretionary spending overall, how much they spent on
alcohol (collected during a modified Timeline Follow-back Interview), and measures of
alcohol use and alcohol-related problems. Of the 38 participants, 17 completed the APT
again two weeks later to assess the test-retest reliability of the demand curve RE
measures.
The RE metrics derived from the demand curves and behavioral allocation
measure were identical to the metrics used in the studies reviewed above. The authors
hypothesized that the proportion of discretionary money spent on alcohol relative to total
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discretionary funds available would serve as an appropriate proxy for ASDE among
college students, who often do not allocate money towards savings. The authors labeled
this index relative discretionary expenditures towards alcohol (RDEA).
In terms of test-retest reliability, which was examined only for the demand
metrics, Intensity and Omax demonstrated highly correlated values at time one and time
two (rs = .89 and .90, respectively). Breakpoint and Elasticity demonstrated adequate
reliability between the two assessment times (rs = .81, .75, respectively), and Pmax was
less reliable (r = .67).
The correlations between the various RE metrics were also assessed (all
correlations described below were statistically significant unless otherwise noted).
Intensity demonstrated a large (r > .50) positive correlation with Omax, large negative
correlation with Elasticity, and medium (r > .30) positive correlations with RR and
RDEA. Intensity was not correlated with Breakpoint or Pmax. Omax was largely negatively
correlated with Elasticity and largely positively correlated with Breakpoint. Additionally,
Omax demonstrated a medium positive correlation with Pmax and RDEA (but was not
significantly correlated with RR). Also, RR and RDEA demonstrated a trend-level
medium correlation. Elasticity was largely negatively correlated with Breakpoint and
Pmax and was moderately negatively correlated with RDEA (but was not significantly
correlated with RR). Finally, Breakpoint and Pmax demonstrated a large positive
correlation with each other.
The relations between the various RE metrics and weekly alcohol consumption
and alcohol-related problems were also assessed. Intensity demonstrated a large positive
correlation with weekly drinking. RR, RDEA, and Omax, demonstrated moderate positive
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correlations with weekly drinking, and Elasticity demonstrated a moderate negative
correlation with weekly drinking. Additionally, Intensity was largely positively
correlated with alcohol-related problems. Omax, was moderately positively correlated, and
Elasticity moderately negatively correlated, with alcohol-related problems. RR
demonstrated a moderate trend-level correlation with alcohol-related problems. All other
correlations between RE metrics and weekly drinking and alcohol-related problems were
not significant. In hierarchical regression models that controlled for drinking, only
Intensity predicted alcohol-related problems.
These findings suggest that, as expected, there are significant relations between
the various RE metrics. The fact that the correlations between alcohol use and problems
and the RE metrics were of differing strengths lends further support to the idea that they
are measuring various facets of RE. The relations between RR and RDEA with Intensity
and Omax suggest that these variables may constitute a factor similar to Amplitude
(MacKillop et al., 2009), which, not surprisingly, may be the factor most apt at measuring
greater levels of alcohol use and thus, alcohol problem severity. Unfortunately, due to
the small sample size a factor analysis could not be conducted. The small sample size
also limited the power of the regression analyses, which may have limited the findings.
Finally, the results suggest that Intensity may be the most reliable and most useful RE
metric for predicting alcohol problem severity; however, RR, RDEA, Omax, and Elasticity
all demonstrated relations with alcohol use and/or alcohol-related problems that may be
further understood with a more well-powered study.
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Summary
Young adulthood represents a time of heightened risk due to alcohol use (Barnes
et al., 2010; O’Malley & Johnston, 2002). Although a majority of young adults will
mature out of this problem, a substantial number will experience long-term problems and
consequences related to their drinking (Ham & Hope, 2003). In addition to the variety of
social, legal, and psychological consequences young adults face due to their heavy
drinking, they may also face short and long-term health consequences (Perkins, 2002).
Also, additional risk factors such as depressive symptoms, impulsivity-related traits, and
a family history of alcohol use, may be related to more severe alcohol use problems
(Dennhardt & Murphy, 2011; LaBrie et al., 2009; Lejuez et al., 2010; Paschall et al,
2005; Pedrelli et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2007). Intervention during these years is an
important priority, as is the identification of individuals with more severe problems who
may be in need of more extensive treatment. The measurement of problem severity
among young adults includes measurement of general problems, alcohol use frequency
and quantity, and AUD diagnoses (Ham & Hope, 2003). One supplemental measurement
approach, that might provide unique information on strength of desire for substances, is
the behavioral economic construct of reinforcing efficacy (RE).
Demand curve measures obtained from hypothetical purchase tasks have
demonstrated good test-retest reliability, and convergent validity (MacKillop et al., 2008;
Murphy et al., 2009). Specifically, the variable Intensity has demonstrated strong
relations with use and problem variables, suggesting that it may provide a useful measure
of problem severity. Other demand metrics were less consistent in their relations to each
other and alcohol use and problems but still were generally found to be significantly
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associated with alcohol use and problems (Murphy et al., 2009). Although the RE
metrics of the demand curves broadly measure alcohol valuation, measures such as Pmax,
Elasticity, and Breakpoint (and to a lesser extent Omax) more specifically address an
individual’s sensitivity to price increases. Intensity and Omax measure general intent to
drink and overall expenditures on alcohol.
The behavioral allocation measure reinforcement ratio (RR), calculated using the
ARSS-SUV, has also been shown to be related to alcohol use and alcohol problems
(Murphy et al., 2005). RR provides a distinct measure of RE from the demand metrics in
that it offers a measure of the valuation of alcohol relative to a number of alternative
activities that an individual may engage in and enjoy to varying degrees. Finally,
researchers have examined two financial measures of RE (ASDE and RDEA) which
examine what amount of discretionary money individuals put towards alcohol (vs.
savings in ASDE). These monetary measures also provide information about valuation
of alcohol relative to alternatives (i.e., spending or other discretionary expenditures). The
ASDE was found across several studies to be related to drinking transitions and longterm outcomes, suggesting again that higher RE from alcohol may be an indicator of a
more severe drinking problems and that RE may predict changes in alcohol use (Tucker
et al., 2002, 2006, 2009).
Understanding problem severity is critical in order to better address the risks
associated with heavy drinking. Research suggests that college students do drink slightly
more than non-college young adults but that a significant number of individuals in each
group drink in risky ways (Barnes et al., 2010). Additionally, the different environments
and expectations for each group may lead to differences in reinforcement, use, and
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problems. Thus, continuing research on risk factors and problem severity predictors is
important for both populations, and non-college populations have been understudied in
general. Only one pilot study examined all of the RE measures described in this review
(Murphy et al., 2009) in a small college sample (N = 38) but it did not include multiple
indices of problem severity and was unable to evaluate the factor structure of the various
RE indices. The goal of the current study is to replicate and extend the findings
described above with samples from two young adult populations by examining these
relations in a large college sample as well as a non-college sample. Additionally, the
inclusion of multiple domains of alcohol-related problems, co-varying risk factors, and
secondary problem measures will allow for a more detailed examination of the relations
between RE and alcohol problem severity.
Proposed Dissertation Study
The goals of the current studies were (a) to examine the construct validity of the
various behavioral economic RE variables, (b) to determine the latent factor structure of
the RE construct, (c) to assess the relations between RE variables and risk factors for
alcohol problems, specifically, depression, impulsivity-related traits, and family history
of alcohol problems, (d) to assess the usefulness of RE measures as measures of alcohol
problem severity in young adults, by assessing their predictive validity for alcohol use,
alcohol-related problems, and symptoms related to AUDs, and (e) test models of the
relations between RE factors and a latent alcohol problem variable which includes
alcohol use, related problems, and health problems and which incorporate the following
exogenous variables: impulsivity-related traits, depression, and family history. Further,
the current studies aimed to extend previous behavioral economic research by examining
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RE with a non-college young adult sample who reported past month alcohol consumption
but were not necessarily heavy drinkers (study 2) in addition to a heavy drinking college
sample (study 1). Completing two studies allowed us to replicate previous research with
smaller, similar samples, as well as extend these findings to young adult drinkers who
were not enrolled in college. Since the goal was not to compare the two samples, data
analyses were conducted separately.
Specifically, the purpose and corresponding hypotheses of the proposed
dissertation were:
1. To examine the associations of seven behavioral economic reinforcing efficacy
variables (Intensity, Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, Elasticity, relative behavioral allocation to
substance-related activities (RR), and relative discretionary expenditures to alcohol
(RDEA)) in two samples, a college sample and a non-college sample. Additionally, to
examine the latent factors associated with the RE construct.
Hypothesis 1: In both samples, the RE variables would demonstrate
significant associations with each other providing supportive evidence for
the reinforcing efficacy construct. However, the associations would be of
varying sizes, providing evidence that RE is a heterogeneous construct
(Bickel et al., 2000). We expected all associations to be positive except
for in the case of Elasticity. Smaller elasticity values indicate less price
sensitivity and thus greater RE, so all of the relations between any RE
metrics and Elasticity would be negative. Consistent with previous
research we expected to find a large positive relation between Intensity
and Omax, and large negative relations between Elasticity and Intensity,
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and Elasticity and Omax. We also expected to find moderate positive
correlations between RR and RDEA. RR and RDEA would also both be
moderately positively correlated with both Intensity and Omax. Elasticity
would be moderately negatively correlated with RDEA. We also expected
to find large correlations between Pmax, Elasticity, and Breakpoint. We
also expected large correlations between Pmax and Omax, as Pmax is the price
associated with Omax, and also Breakpoint and Omax. We expected weaker
relations between Breakpoint and Pmax and all other RE variables
(Intensity, RR, and RDEA), which could include small or even nonsignificant associations.
Hypothesis 2: For both samples, there would be at least two latent factors,
similar to Amplitude (Intensity and Omax) and Persistence (Elasticity, Pmax,
Breakpoint, and Omax) of the purchase task measures. RR and RDEA
would be associated with the Amplitude- factor.
2. To examine if the above mentioned RE variables demonstrated discriminant
validity from a non-RE variable, specifically social desirability.
Hypothesis 3: In both the college and non-college sample, we expected
no statistically significant correlations between social desirability and any
of the RE variables.
3. To examine whether the above mentioned RE variables were significantly
associated with various risk factors and problem-severity variables in both the college
and non-college samples.
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Hypothesis 4: The hypotheses for the relations between RE and
impulsivity for each sample were similar, but differed slightly due to the
different measures of impulsivity-related traits. We expected moderate
correlations between Intensity and sensation-seeking in both samples. We
also expected moderate correlations between Intensity and urgency in
sample two. We hypothesized that there would be positive small
correlations between Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, RR, and RDEA and
sensation-seeking in sample one. We expected small correlations between
Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, RR, and RDEA and sensation-seeking, lack of
premeditation, lack of perseverance, and urgency. We expected to find
positive small to moderate correlations between the RE metrics and
depression and family history of alcohol problems in both samples. The
relations between these risk-factors and Elasticity would be negative.
Hypothesis 5: In both samples, Intensity would demonstrate large positive
associations with typical drinks per week, total problems, HDEs,
physiological dependence, and impaired control. We expected to find
moderate positive correlations between Breakpoint, Omax, RR, and RDEA
with the following problem severity indices: typical drinks per week,
HDEs, total alcohol-related problems, and symptoms suggestive of an
AUD (i.e., impaired control and physiological dependence problems).
We also expected moderate negative relations between the problemseverity indicators and Elasticity. We expected weaker, and possibly
nonsignificant relations between Breakpoint and Pmax with the problem
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severity indicators listed above. We expected small positive associations
between each of the RE metrics and the secondary problem indicator
health symptoms. Again, the relation between Elasticity and health
symptoms would be negative.
4. To develop and examine multivariate models of alcohol problem severity
through the use of hierarchical regression and SEM. Using hierarchical regression, the
goal was to assess the amount of variability predicted by each RE variable for five
primary outcomes (typical drinks per week, HDEs, total alcohol-related problems,
impaired control, and physiological symptoms) after controlling for gender and typical
drinking. Finally, in SEM, a latent alcohol problem variable was created using alcohol
use, symptoms suggestive of AUDs, and health problems as indicators. The contribution
of impulsivity, depression, and family history of alcohol problems on RE and RE’s
relations with alcohol problem severity was examined.
Hypothesis 6: Based on previous research, in both sample, for typical
drinks per week and HDEs, Intensity, Omax, Elasticity, RR, and RDEA
were expected to be significant predictors. For total-alcohol related
problems, physiological dependence, and impaired control, Intensity,
Omax, Elasticity and RR were expected to be significant predictors. Due to
their weaker relations to problem severity measures, Pmax and Breakpoint
were not expected to be predictive of any of the outcome variables.
Hypothesis 5: The SEM goal was exploratory in nature. Specifically, we
planned to conduct an examination of the latent factors involved in RE and
their associations with alcohol-problem severity. We hypothesized, in
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both samples, greater levels of depression, greater rates of family history,
and higher levels of impulsivity would contribute to greater levels of one
or both factors of RE, which could in turn lead to more severe alcoholproblems.
Method
Study 1
Participants. Participants were 207 heavy drinking college students from The
University of Memphis who were screened through the on-campus student health center,
introductory psychology courses, and a required campus-wide course for first-year
students. Table 2 presents descriptive statistics for study 1. Students were eligible for
the study if they reported one or more heavy drinking episode (5/4 or more drinks in one
occasion for a man/woman). Of the 207 participants 47% were men and 53% were
women. The mean age of the sample was 19.50 (SD = 1.99) years. Participants selfreported their race/ethnicity. Sixty-five percent of students identified as
White/Caucasian, 26% as Black/African American, 4% as multiethnic, 3% as
Hispanic/Latino, 1% as Asian, and less than 1% as American Indian/Alaska Native. The
sample was predominantly freshman (67%) but also include 12% sophomores, 11%
juniors, and 10% seniors. Most students lived off-campus in a house or apartment (66%),
30% lived in a residence hall or other university housing, and 3% lived in a fraternity or
sorority house. Of the participants 23% reported that they were affiliated with a Greek
organization. Consistent with our recruitment aims, this was a heavy drinking sample.
Participants reported consuming an average of 16.06 (SD = 13.44) standard drinks during
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a typical week, and having an average of 5.74 (SD = 4.92) heavy drinking episodes in the
past month.
Procedure. All procedures were approved by the university’s Institutional
Review Board. Potential participants completed brief screening measures in the oncampus student health center, a required course for university freshman, or in an
introductory psychology course (see Murphy et al., 2010 for more details). If students
were eligible they were invited to participate in one of two randomized clinical trials.
Students completed the current study measures during an individual research appointment
in a university research laboratory prior to any intervention. A research assistant met
with the student, reviewed the informed consent materials, provided instructions about
the assessment packet, and responded to any participant questions. Participants were
assured of confidentiality and received extra course credit or a monetary payment in
exchange for their participation.
Study 2
Participants. Participants in the second sample were 100 young adult users of the
online ―crowdsourcing‖ website Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (mTurk; www.mturk.com;
described below) who were not currently enrolled in college. Table 3 presents
descriptive statistics for study 2. Of the 100 participants who began the survey, 19 did
not complete the survey in its entirety. Of these 19 participants, 10 participants
discontinued the survey after completing less than two of the study variables and thus
could not be compared with the remainder of the sample. These cases were excluded
from analyses. The remainder of the non-completers completed the majority of the study
variables. Independent samples t-tests revealed no statistically significant differences
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between completers and non-completers in regards to typical weekly drinking, HDEs, or
total alcohol-related problems (t(88) = -1.52, p = .13, t(88) = -1.41, p = .07, and t(88) = .1.87, p = .07, respectively). Thus, these participants were included in the statistical
analyses, when they provided responses for the variables, and this accounts for the
varying sample sizes.
Of the 90 participants, 33% were men and 67% were women. The mean age of
the sample was 23.01 (SD = 2.87) years. Participants self-reported their ethnicity and
race. Fourteen percent of participants reported that their ethnicity as Hispanic. In regard
to race, 86% percent of students identified as White/Caucasian, 6% as Asian, and 2% as
Black/African American. The remainder of the participants chose ―other‖ and identified
their race as Hispanic or Latino as well. The sample was diverse in regards to
socioeconomic status. Forty percent of participants reported an annual income of less
than $25,000, 47% reported making between $25,000 and $50,000 per year, 10% made
between $50,000 and $75,000 per year, 2% made between $75,000 and $100,000 per
year, and 1% made between $100,000 and $150,000 per year. In regard to highest level
of education, 19% of participants reported they were high school graduates, 24% reported
that they had completed some college, 48% reported that they were college graduates, 7%
reported they had completed some postgraduate work, and 2% reported that they had a
graduate degree. Participants reported consuming an average of 5.93 (SD = 6.53) drinks
during a typical week, and having an average of 1.03 (SD = 1.54) heavy drinking
episodes in the past month. Thus, compared to the sample included in study 1, in
addition to the college status difference, the study 2 sample included lighter drinkers who
were also slightly older.
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Procedure. All procedures were approved by the university’s Institutional
Review Board. Anonymous data was collected using mTurk. MTurk is a crowdsourcing
service which allows employers (called requesters) to have tasks completed that require
human intelligence. The completers of these tasks (called workers) are paid following
the acceptable completion of tasks (called HITs an acronym for human intelligence task).
The only requirement to become a worker is to be over the age of 18 and have a personal
computer and internet access. Previous research suggests that mTurk participants are
more diverse than other internet samples and typical American college samples
(Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011). We collected data from participants that were
18 years of age or older and that resided in the United States.
A two step data collection process was used in order to enroll a sample consistent
with the following inclusion criteria: (a) be between the ages of 18 and 24 years, (b)
consume alcohol, and (c) not be currently enrolled in college. First, all workers on the
mTurk site were eligible to complete the screening survey and were compensated $.05 for
completing the survey which took less than 5 minutes (the average hourly rate on mTurk
is $1.40; Paolacci et al., 2010). Participants were provided with brief instructions and an
informed consent prior to beginning the screener. They were redirected to
www.qualtrics.com a survey website where the survey was created. They entered a
password (provided in the mTurk instructions) and then completed the brief survey which
asked them to provide their age, their college status, and their past month alcohol use (n =
1,227). The survey also included questions about seat belt usage and exercise frequency
in order to mask inclusion criteria. When they completed the survey they were presented
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with a word which they entered into the mTurk system in order to verify completion and
be compensated for their work.
Participants who met the eligibility requirements (approximately 11%, n = 130)
were granted online access to the full study questionnaire battery and sent an email
through mTurk inviting them to participate in the second phase of the research study.
Participants who completed the full study measures were compensated $2.00.
Participants eligible to complete the study measures were shown instructions and an
informed consent prior to completing the study survey. They then followed the same
procedure as they did for the screener in order to complete the full study measures.
Study 1 and Study 2
Measures. All measures, unless otherwise noted were identical between the two
studies; however, participants in study 1 completed pencil-and-paper measures whereas
participants in study 2 completed all of their measures online.
Alcohol demand metrics. Alcohol demand (Intensity, Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, and
Elasticity) was measured with the Alcohol Purchase Task (APT; Murphy & MacKillop,
2006). The APT is a hypothetical self-report purchase task that asks participants to
estimate the number of standard drinks they would purchase and consume at different
prices during a drinking scenario. In a college sample, Intensity and Omax demonstrated
excellent test-retest reliability (rs = .89 and .90, respectively), Breakpoint and Elasticity
demonstrated good test-retest reliability (rs = .81 and .75, respectively), and Pmax
demonstrated adequate reliability (r = .67; Murphy et al., 2009). Participants read the
instructions and then reported the number of standard drinks they would consume at 17
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different prices, ranging from free to $20 per drink. For each price they were prompted
with How many drinks would you have if they were $XX each?
Relative behavioral engagement and enjoyment from substance use.
Reinforcement from alcohol relative to substance-free activities was measured using the
Adolescent Reinforcement Survey Schedule - Substance Use Version (ARSS-SUV;
Murphy et al., 2005). Participants were provided with a list of 45 activities and asked to
rate the frequency of participation and enjoyment associated with each of the activities
during the previous 30 days. Frequency ratings ranged from 0 (0 times in the past 30
days) to 4 (more than once a day), and enjoyment ratings ranged from 0 (unpleasant or
neutral) to 4 (extremely pleasant). The frequency and enjoyment ratings were multiplied
to obtain a cross-product score (ranging from 0 to 16) which provides an approximation
of obtained reinforcement (Correia & Carey, 1999). Each item was administered twice
in order to obtain separate substance-related and substance-free frequency, pleasure, and
cross-product ratings. For example, participants rated (a) how often they went to parties
while sober and how enjoyable they found these experiences and (b) how often they went
to parties after using drugs or alcohol and how enjoyable they found these experiences.
In study 1, the ARSS-SUV included questions related to school, but for study 2 these
questions were changed to be related to work. The RE variable, derived from
Herrnstein’s (1970) matching law, is a ratio obtained by dividing the total substancerelated reinforcement by the sum of the total substance-related and substance-free
reinforcement scores. Larger values suggest greater reinforcement from substancerelated activities. Previous research using reinforcement surveys demonstrates that these
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methods provide reliable estimates of participation in activities and are consistent with
observer reports of behavior (MacPhillamy & Lewinsohn, 1982).
Relative discretionary expenditures on alcohol. Relative reinforcement was also
measured by assessing the portion of discretionary money participants spent on alcohol
relative to all discretionary money available. Specifically, participants were asked to
respond to the following questions, ―How much money did you have available to spend
for non-essential items (e.g., clothing, CDs, entertainment, alcohol, eating in restaurants,
going to the movies, etc.) during the past month? (Do not include money budgeted for
essentials, such as rent, school books, gasoline, utility bills, groceries, etc.)‖ and, ―How
much money did you spend on alcohol in the past month (this includes any alcohol that
you purchased, regardless of whether or not you consumed the alcohol)?‖ Past month
alcohol expenditures were then divided by past-month discretionary funds available.
Larger values suggest greater relative valuation of alcohol.
Alcohol use. Alcohol consumption was measured using the Daily Drinking
Questionnaire (DDQ; Collins, Parks, & Marlatt, 1985). The DDQ asks participants to
think about a typical drinking week in the past month. Participants are then instructed to
estimate the total number of standard drinks that they consumed on each day during this
typical week. These drinking totals are summed to generate an estimate of typical
weekly drinking. The DDQ has been used frequently with college students and is a
reliable measure that is highly correlated with self-monitored drinking reports (Kivlahan,
Marlatt, Fromme, Coppel, & Williams, 1990). In addition, participants were asked how
many heavy drinking episodes (5/4 or more drinks in one occasion for a man/woman)
they had in the past month.
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Alcohol-related problems. Alcohol-related problems were measured in the past
six months using the Young Adult Alcohol Consequences Questionnaire (YAACQ;
Read, Kahler, Strong, & Colder, 2006). The YAACQ is a 49-item self-report measure
that assesses alcohol-related consequences in young adults. The items on the YAACQ
were based on previous alcohol problem measures and diagnostic criteria for alcohol use
disorders. Confirmatory factor analyses were then conducted on the measure and
revealed eight latent factors (Read et al., 2006). These eight latent factors form eight
subscale scores that can be calculated in addition to the total score: Social Interpersonal
Problems (―While drinking, I have said or done embarrassing things‖), Impaired Control
(―I often drank more than I originally had planned‖) Self-Perception (―I have felt badly
about myself because of my drinking‖), Self-Care (―Because of my drinking, I have not
eaten properly‖), Risky Behaviors (―I have driven a car when I knew I had too much to
drink to drive safely‖), Academic/Occupational Consequences (―The quality of my work
or schoolwork has suffered because of my drinking‖) , Physiological Dependence (―I
have felt anxious, agitated, or restless after stopping or cutting down on drinking‖), and
Blackout Drinking (―I have woken up in an unexpected place after heavy drinking‖).
Since the measure is dichotomous it is not a suitable screening tool for the ―recurrent‖
problems necessary for an alcohol abuse diagnosis according to the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition, Text-Revision (American
Psychiatric Association, 2000). However, the variety of problems included in the
measure map on well to the types of problems that may make an individual likely to be
diagnosed with alcohol abuse. In regard to alcohol dependence, the impaired control and
physiological dependence subscales of the YAACQ represent two of the core features of
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alcohol dependence. Thus, analyses were conducted for these two subscales as well as
total problems. The YAACQ has demonstrated good test-retest reliability (r = .86 for the
total YAACQ scale) as well as good concurrent validity with motivation to change
drinking and predictive validity with frequency of drinking and GPA for college students
(Read et al., 2007). Internal consistency of the YAACQ was

= .92 in study 1 and

=

.94 for study 2.
Depressive symptoms. Depression levels were assessed using the Center for
Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D, Radloff, 1991). The CES-D is a 20item measure that assesses symptoms of depression over the past week; the measure also
includes four reverse-scored items. Participants report how frequently they have
experienced each statement over the past week; rarely (less than 1 day), some of the time
(1-2 days), occasionally (3-4 days), or most of the time (5-7 days); higher scores indicate
higher rates of depressive symptoms. The CES-D has demonstrated good reliability and
validity in general populations (Radloff, 1991). Additionally, the CES-D has
demonstrated good sensitivity and specificity for depression among college students
(Shean & Baldwin, 2008). Internal consistency of the CES-D was

= .85 in study 1 and

= .90 in study 2.
Health. Thirty-three commonly experienced health problems were assessed in
order to assess the hypothesis that more health problems may be related to more severe
alcohol problems. This measure was developed for use with college students
participating in the larger clinical trial. The health symptoms included problems such as
headaches and cold/flu symptoms. These symptoms were included as they were expected
to be most likely to be experienced by young adults, who tend to report low levels of
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more significant health-related symptoms. Participants indicated if they had experienced
any of these symptoms in the past month and a total health symptom variable was
computed by summing these symptoms.
Parental history of alcohol problems. Participants provided information on their
biological parents’ history of alcohol problems. Participants reported (―Yes,‖ ―No,‖
―DK‖) whether their parent had more than isolated problems with alcohol. They reported
if the parent had experienced problems due to alcohol across several different domains
(health problems, legal problems, marital problems, social problems), and if the family
member had received treatment for their alcoholism. A parental history of alcohol
problems score was created by summing all of the affirmative responses to parental
alcohol problems. The use of parental history of alcohol problems was used as an index
of family history status. This approach has been used in prior studies, including studies
from the National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions (Grant et al.,
2006; Stoltenberg, Mudd, Blow, & Hill, 1998).
Sensation seeking. Sensation-seeking in study 1 was measured using the Brief
Sensation Seeking Scale-4 (BSSS-4; Stephenson, Hoyle, Palmgreen, & Slater, 2003).
Participants were presented with four statements: I would like to explore strange places, I
prefer friends who are exciting and unpredictable, I like frightening things, and I like new
and exciting experiences, even if I have to break the rules. Participants then rated how
much they agreed with each statement ranging from 1 Strongly Disagree to 5 Strongly
Agree. The BSSS-4 contains four items (one from each subscale) from the Brief
Sensation Seeking Scale (BSSS), which is a highly reliable and valid 8-item measure
(Hoyle, Stephenson, Palmgreen, Pugzles Lorch, & Donohew, 2002). Research has
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demonstrated that the BSSS-4 is highly correlated (r = .89) to the BSSS and has also
demonstrated adequate internal consistency (average corrected item-total correlations =
.44; Stephenson et al., 2003). The item ratings are summed to provide a measure of
sensation-seeking; higher scores indicate higher levels of sensation-seeking. In study 1
internal consistency of the BSSS-4 was

= .74.

Impulsivity-related traits. Sample two completed the UPPS Impulsive Behavior
Scale (Whiteside & Lynam, 2001) which is a 45-item measure designed to assess the four
impulsivity-related traits: Urgency, Sensation Seeking, (lack of) Premeditation, and (lack
of) Perseverance. Participants rate items on a 4-point scale ranging from 1 (agree
strongly) to 4 (disagree strongly), with some items recoded such that higher values are
equal to greater levels of the trait. Studies have supported the four-factor structure for the
UPPS and have shown that the UPPS subscales have good internal consistency and are
correlated with relevant constructs (Whiteside & Lynam, 2001; 2003). For study 2
internal consistency of the UPPS was

= .90.

Social desirability. Participants completed a ten item version of the MarloweCrowne Social Desirability form (Strahan & Gerbasi, 1972). Social desirability scales
were created in order to address the bias among participants to respond in socially
desirable ways. Crowne and Marlowe (1960) developed a 33-item measure that did not
include items related to psychopathology and was intended to assess ――the need of Ss to
obtain approval by responding in a culturally appropriate and acceptable manner.‖ This
full scale has been used frequently in the psychological literature and often for
examinations of discriminant validity with personality assessments (Barger, 2002).
Strahan and Gerbasi (1972) developed a 10-item version based on the items from the
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original measure which loaded most strongly on the first latent factor from a principle
components analysis. This shortened version has also been used frequently as a
discriminant from a variety of constructs (Barger, 2002). The 10-item measures provide
the best measures of social desirability of all of the shortened versions (Ficscher & Fick,
1993) and although there is a drop in reliability, this is tolerable and reliability is
adequate (Barger, 2002; Strahan & Gerbasi, 1972).
Data Analysis
Demand Curves. Using the responses on the APT, separate consumption and
expenditure demand curves were plotted for each participant. Consumption values are
the raw self-reports of the number of drinks a participant would purchase/consume at
each of the 17 prices on the APT. Expenditure values were computed by multiplying
participants’ reported consumption at each price, by the specific price, to generate 17
expenditure values. Four of the RE metrics can be directly observed from the data, but
Elasticity is derived from the Hursh and Silberberg (2008) demand curve equation.
Intensity is the reported number of drinks consumed when drinks are free. Omax is the
greatest expenditure value. Pmax is the price associated with Omax and the point at which
demand becomes elastic. Breakpoint is the first price at which reported consumption is
zero. Elasticity (α) is the rate at which demand for a reinforcer decreases as a function of
price. It is derived from the following exponential equation (Hursh & Silberberg, 2008):
ln Q: = ln Q0 + k (e –αP – 1),

(1)

Where Q is the amount consumed, k specifies the range of the dependent variable
(alcohol consumption) in logarithmic units, and α specifies the rate of change in
consumption with changes in price (Elasticity). The value of k is constant across all
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curve fits. In study 1, k =2.834 and for study 2, k = 2.83, which were the values that
were derived when the samples’ mean consumption values were fit to Equation 1 and k
was allowed to vary in order to converge on the best fit solution. Demand curves were fit
according to the Hursh and Silberberg (2008) guidelines using the calculator provided on
the Institute for Behavioral Resources website
(http://www.ibrinc.org/centers/bec/BEC_demand.html). When fitting the data to
Equation 1, zero values (which cannot be log transformed) were replaced by an arbitrarily
low but nonzero value of .01 (Jacobs & Bickel, 1999).
Outliers and Normality. Outliers were corrected using the method described by
Tabachnick and Fidell (2001). For each variable, values that were greater than or equal
to 3.29 standard deviations above the mean were changed to be one unit greater than the
greatest non-outlier value. Variables that were skewed or kurtotic were transformed
prior to analysis (described in more detail below).
Convergent and Discriminant Validity. We conducted bivariate correlations to
assess the convergent validity of the various RE variables and the discriminant validity of
these variables with social desirability. All correlations between the RE metrics were
expected to be larger than those correlations between the RE metrics and social
desirability. Specifically, consistent with previous research we expected to find
moderate (r > .30) and large correlations (r > .50) between many of the RE metrics. In
contrast, we expected that the RE metrics would not be significantly correlated with
social desirability.
Correlations with Risk Factors and Primary and Secondary Problems. We
also examined the concurrent validity of the RE variables with the problem severity
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variables (total alcohol-related, impaired control, physiological dependence, and health
problems) using bivariate correlations. Finally, the relations between RE and several risk
factors were also examined with bivariate correlations. The risk factors included parental
history of alcohol-problems, symptoms of depression, sensation-seeking, and, in study 2,
lack of premeditation, urgency, and lack of perseverance.
Regression Analyses with Primary Outcome Variables. To assess the utility of
the RE metrics to predict the primary outcome variables (alcohol use, past month HDEs,
total alcohol-related problems, impaired control problems, and physiological dependence)
we conducted hierarchical regressions. For typical weekly drinking, we controlled for
gender. For HDES, total, impaired control, and physiological dependence problems we
controlled for gender and typical weekly drinking.
We also conducted an additional regression analysis (which was not in the initial
proposed analyses) for total alcohol-related problems, impaired control problems, and
physiological dependence problems. This secondary regression was run if multiple RE
metrics were significant predictors in the regressions in which only a single RE metric
was entered in step 2. In these secondary regressions, step 1 remained the same (typical
weekly drinks and gender) and step 2 contained all significant RE predictors for the given
outcome variable. Thus, for total alcohol-related problems in study 1, Omax, Pmax,
Elasticity, and RR were included for step 2 (there were not multiple significant predictors
in study 2). For impaired control problems in study 1 Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, and
Elasticity were included in step 2. For impaired control problems in study 2 Intensity,
Pmax, and RR were included in step 2. Finally, for physiological dependence in study 1
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Intensity and RR were included in step 2 (there were not multiple significant predictors
for study 2).
Factor Analysis. For the factor analysis, we replicated the analyses of Mackillop
and colleagues (2009). Our analyses differed in that we included RR and RDEA in the
factor analysis. We conducted a principle component analysis with oblique (oblimin)
rotation to examine the latent factors involved among the RE metrics. Items were
permitted to load on more than one factor for the factor analysis but the same RE metric
was not entered as an indicator for more than one latent variable in the SEM analyses (see
section below for more details). Based on previous research we hypothesized that there
would be at least two latent factors related to the RE metrics; however, with the addition
of RR and RDEA into the model it was possible that a third or fourth factor would also be
present. We examined the scree plot for discontinuities between succeeding factors.
Consistent with previous research (MacKillop et al., 2009; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001)
factor loading of .30 on the pattern matrix meant that the metric significantly loaded on a
given factor.
Structural Equation Modeling. We used mPlus version 6 (Muthén & Muthén,
1998-2011) to examine the direct and indirect effects of the structural equation model.
We planned to test the proposed model that depression, impulsivity, and family history
could be significant predictors of the two latent RE factors derived from the factor
analysis, which would in turn serve as a predictor of a latent alcohol problem severity
variable. In both studies, Pmax, Elasticity, and Breakpoint were included as indicators of
Factor 1 and Intensity, RDEA, and Omax were included as indicators of Factor 2 (based on
the results of the factor analysis). Both Elasticity and Omax loaded on both factors. In
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order for model identification, only three of the RE metrics were included for each factor.
Since RR demonstrated the weakest loadings it was left out of the model. In study 1, the
sensation-seeking variable included was derived from the brief sensation-seeking
measure described in the method. In study 2, urgency, sensation-seeking, and lack of
premeditation were included as these variables demonstrated relations with the RE
metrics.
The latent alcohol problem variable included health problems, typical drinks per
week, past month heavy drinking episodes, physiological dependence problems, and
impaired control problems as indicators. The physiological dependence and impaired
control problems alone were included based on the theory that the existence of these
types of problems represents a more severe alcohol problem and potentially a risk for the
development of an AUD; total alcohol-related problems could not also be included
because all of these variables are derived from a single measure. Additionally, in order to
identify the model only sensation-seeking and depression were included as predictors, as
family history demonstrated the weakest and/or the fewest correlations with the other
study variables.
Results
Although we did not compare the two samples statistically, there were many
noticeable differences in regards to the study variables between the two groups (see
Tables 2 and 3 for descriptive statistics for samples 1 and 2, respectively).
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Table 2
Means and SDs of Study Variables for Study 1
Variable

N

Mean

SD

Intensity

205

10.24

7.41

Breakpoint

206

9.29

5.25

Omax

206

18.36

11.40

Pmax

204

3.99

2.51

Elasticity

202

.01

.01

RR

199

.30

.18

RDEA

202

.30

.32

Drinks per week

207

16.06

13.44

HDEs

207

5.74

4.93

Total Problems

207

12.64

8.54

PD

206

.60

.84

IC

206

2.04

1.59

SS

207

14.39

3.07

Parent hx

196

4.51

5.61

Health sx

206

8.60

5.30

Depression

205

12.86

7.42

Social Desirability

207

4.47

1.90

RR = Reinforcement ratio; RDEA = Relative discretionary expenditures towards alcohol; HDEs
= Heavy drinking episodes; PD = Physiological dependence problems; IC = Impaired control
problems; SS = Sensation-seeking; Parent hx = parent history of alcohol problems; Health sx =
Health symptoms
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Table 3
Means and SDs of Study Variables for Study 2
Variable

N

Mean

SD

Intensity

90

7.10

4.21

Breakpoint

90

10.23

6.05

Omax

90

17.70

13.18

Pmax

90

4.57

2.81

Elasticity

84

.02

.02

RR

81

.31

.15

RDEA

96

.16

.19

Drinks per week

92

6.12

6.67

HDEs

92

1.07

1.54

Total problems

90

7.33

7.11

PD

90

.26

.59

IC

90

1.02

1.22

Premeditation

81

21.58

4.92

Urgency

81

29.44

7.67

SS

81

32.47

6.73

Perseverance

81

19.99

4.91

Parent hx

81

2.23

2.72

Health sx

81

7.90

6.38

Depression

81

16.12

10.08

Social Desirability

81

3.00

1.69

RR = Reinforcement ratio; RDEA = Relative discretionary expenditures towards alcohol; HDEs
= Heavy drinking episodes; PD = Physiological dependence problems; IC = Impaired control
problems; SS = Sensation-seeking; Parent hx = family history; Health sx = Health symptoms
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As expected, because the college sample was a heavy drinking sample they drank more
than the non-college sample. In fact, they reported triple the amount of typical drinks per
week, five times the number of past month HDEs, and almost double the number of total
alcohol-related problems. Additionally, physiological dependence, impaired control, and
health symptoms were all slightly greater in the college sample. Parental history of
alcohol problems was greater in the college sample; however, depression rates were
greater in the non-college sample than the college sample. As for the RE metrics
Intensity was greater in the college sample than the non-college sample. Omax was
slightly higher in the college sample but the two samples reported similar values. Both
Breakpoint and Pmax were slightly higher in the non-college sample than the college
sample. Elasticity was also greater in the non-college sample which suggests more price
sensitivity. Interestingly, although RR was almost identical in the two samples, RDEA
was almost doubled in the college sample versus the non-college sample.
Study 1
Demand curves. As expected, reported alcohol consumption exhibited a
decelerating curve in response to increasing price, and expenditures exhibited the
characteristic inverted U-shaped curve. Figure 1 plots mean consumption and
expenditures, respectively, across the 17 different prices. The demand-curve equation
(Hursh & Silberberg, 2008) provided an excellent fit for the aggregated data (R2 = .98)
but only an adequate fit to individual participant data (mean R2 = .60). There is no
accepted criterion for adequacy of demand-curve fit and R2 may not function well as a
measure of curve fit with nonlinear models (cf. Johnson & Bickel, 2008). We used a
similar criterion as Reynolds and Schiffbauer (2004) and only included Elasticity values
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for analyses when the demand equation accounted for at least 30% of the variance in the
participant’s consumption.
Normality. Of the 17 variables involved in the analyses for the first sample, 10
were significantly skewed or kurtotic (Intensity, Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, Elasticity,
RDEA, drinks per week, HDEs, physiological dependence, and parental history). Square
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root transformations successfully normalized all but three of these

Price per Drink
Figure 1. Demand and expenditure curves from study 1. Means and SEs for hypothetical
alcohol consumption (left axis) and expenditures (right axis) at 17 levels of price.
Consumption is represented with diamonds and expenditures are represented with
triangles.
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variables. Although Intensity and Elasticity remained slightly skewed and kurtotic
(skewness = 1.04, 1.49; SEs = .17, .17; kurtosis = 2.25, 2.84; SEs = .34, .34, respectively)
and parental history remained slightly kurtotic (skewness = .33; SEs = .17; kurtosis = 1.24; SEs = .34) the square-root transformed variables were included in the analyses.
Convergent and discriminant validity. Table 4 presents the results of the
bivariate correlation analyses. All correlations described below are statistically
significant (p < .05). Intensity demonstrated a large (r >.50) positive correlation with
Omax and a large negative correlation with Elasticity. Intensity also demonstrated
significant moderate (r >.30) positive correlations with Breakpoint, RR, and RDEA.
Intensity and Pmax were not significantly correlated. Breakpoint demonstrated large
positive correlations with Omax and Pmax, and a large negative correlation with Elasticity.
Breakpoint demonstrated a small (r >.10) positive correlation with RR, but was not
correlated with RDEA. Omax demonstrated a large positive correlation with Pmax, a large
negative correlation with Elasticity, and small to medium positive correlations with RR
and RDEA. Pmax also demonstrated a large negative correlation with Elasticity and a
small positive correlation with RR (but not RDEA). Finally, Elasticity demonstrated
medium-sized negative correlations with RR and RDEA. In terms of discriminant
validity, none of the RE variables were significantly correlated with social desirability.
Correlations with primary and secondary problems. Table 4 also presents the
correlations between each of the RE metrics, alcohol use (typical drinks per week and
HDEs), and alcohol-related problems (total alcohol-related problems, impaired control,
and physiological dependence). All correlations presented below are statistically
significant (p < .05). Intensity demonstrated positive medium to large correlations with
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typical drinks per week, total problems, and physiological dependence. Intensity
demonstrated a small positive correlation with impaired control symptoms. Breakpoint
demonstrated small positive correlations with total problems and impaired control
symptoms.
Omax also evidenced small positive correlations with HDEs and physiological
dependence. Pmax demonstrated a small correlation with impaired control. Elasticity
demonstrated medium negative correlations with typical drinks per week, total problems,
and impaired control, and small negative correlations with HDEs, and physiological
dependence. RR demonstrated medium positive correlations with typical weekly
drinking, total alcohol-related problems, and physiological dependence. RR also
demonstrated a small correlation with impaired control. RDEA demonstrated a large
positive correlation with typical weekly drinking, a moderate positive correlation with
total-alcohol related problems, and small correlations with HDEs, physiological
dependence, and impaired control. Only Omax and RR demonstrated small positive
correlations with health symptoms.
Correlations with risk factors. Table 4 also presents the correlations between
each of the RE metrics, the risk factors for alcohol problems (parental history of
problems, depression, and sensation-seeking). All correlations described below are
statistically significant (p < .05). Intensity and Omax demonstrated small positive
correlations with sensation-seeking. Elasticity demonstrated a small negative correlation
with sensation-seeking. Breakpoint, Pmax, and RDEA were not significantly correlated
with any of these variables.
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Table 4
Correlation Matrix of RE Variables, Alcohol Use Variables, Alcohol Problems, Sensation-Seeking, Health, Family History, and
Social Desirability for Study 1
Variable

1. Intensity

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

--

2. Breakpoint

.21**

--

3. Omax

60**

.65**

--

4. Pmax

-.07

.65**

.53**

--

5. Elasticity

-.53**

-.70**

-.85**

-.51**

6. RR

.30**

.23**

.35**

.15*

-.31**

--

7. RDEA

.34**

.11

.39**

.08

-.39**

.28**

--

8. Drinks

.56**

.07

.49**

-.06

-.40**

.44**

.49**

--

9. HDEs

.12

.05

.14*

.00

-.15*

.13

.19**

.32**

10. Problems

.29**

.14*

.41**

.13

-.38**

.37**

.32**

.49**

--

--

.17*

--

(table continues)
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Table 4 (continued)
Variable

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

11. PD

.33**

.11

.26**

-.03

-.24**

.33**

.17*

.38**

.14*

.53**

--

12. IC

.15*

.23**

.35**

.19**

-.30**

.26**

.23**

.32**

.15*

.72**

.37**

--

13. SS

.24**

.09

.19**

.03

-.19**

.08

.11

.24**

.00

.10

.19**

-.03

14. Parent hx

.05

-.02

-.04

.10

.03

.03

-.08

-.07

.07

.10

.05

.13

.07

--

15. Health sx

.13

.10

.16*

.08

-.13

.21**

-.04

.03

.07

.30**

.30**

.19**

.10

.12

--

16. Depress.

.07

.04

.01

.06

.00

.04

-.02

-.08

.01

.20**

.25**

.12†

.10

.24**

.40**

--

17. SD

-.11

-.09

-.07

-.04

.10

-.09

.01

-.03

-.04

-.27**

-.23**

-.11

-.01

-.24**

-.15*

-.23*

17.

--

--

* p < .05; **p < .01
RR = Reinforcement ratio; RDEA = Relative discretionary expenditures towards alcohol; Drinks = Drinks per week; HDEs = Heavy drinking
episodes; Problems = Total alcohol-related problems; PD = Physiological dependence problems; IC = Impaired control problems; SS = Sensationseeking; Parent hx = family history; Health sx = Health symptoms; SD = Social desirability
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Thus, it appears that Intensity, Omax, and Elasticity were the RE variables the
demonstrated the expected, albeit small, correlations with the well-established risk factor
sensation-seeking. Neither depression nor parental history of problems demonstrated any
relations with any RE metrics.
Regression analyses with primary outcome variables. Table 5 presents the
results of the regression analyses. For the first step of the typical weekly drinking
regression, gender was a statistically significant predictor. After controlling for gender,
Intensity, Breakpoint, Omax, Elasticity, RR, and RDEA were all statistically significant
predictors of typical weekly drinking. In the first step of each of the regressions for each
of the additional outcome variables, only typical drinks (not gender) was a significant
predictor. None of the RE metrics were significant predictors in the second step for
HDEs. Omax, Pmax, Elasticity, and RR significantly contributed to the variance in total
alcohol-related problems. For physiological dependence, only Intensity and RR were
statistically significant predictors. Finally, Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, and Elasticity
significantly predicted impaired control problems.
In the regressions which included multiple significant predictors for total alcoholrelated problems, impaired control, and physiological dependence, only typical drinks
(not gender) was a significant predictor in the first step of the regressions. For total
alcohol-related problems, when Omax, Pmax, Elasticity, and RR were entered into the
second step of the regression only RR continued to be a significant predictor. For
impaired control problems, when Breakpoint Omax, Pmax, and Elasticity were entered into
the second step of the regression none of the RE variables were statistically significant.
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Finally, for physiological dependence problems, when Intensity and RR were entered into
the second step of the regression only RR was statistically significant.1
Factor analysis. Consistent with the findings of the MacKillop and colleagues’
(2009) factor analysis of demand curve metrics, the scree plot for our factor analysis
revealed discontinuities that suggested two latent factors which demonstrated a small
positive correlation with each other (r = .25). Table 6 presents the pattern matrix for the
analysis. The first factor accounted for 49% of the variance (Eigenvalue = 3.43). Factor
1 was made up of Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, and Elasticity. Factor 2 accounted for 20.88%
of the variance (Eigenvalue = 1.46) and was made up of Intensity, Omax, Elasticity, RR,
and RDEA. Additional factors accounted for small portions of variance with small
Eigenvalues (<0.81). As noted, Elasticity loaded on both factors, which is inconsistent
with MacKillop and colleagues’ (2009) findings; however, it did load to a greater extent
on Factor 1.

1

Additional hierarchical regressions were conducted for the problem domains in which all

seven of the RE metrics were entered in the second step. The results for study 1 were identical to
the regressions in which multiple significant predictors were entered in the second step. For total
problems only RR remained significant, for impaired control none of the metrics were significant,
and for physiological dependence only RR was statistically significant.
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Table 5
Hierarchical Regression Analyses for Study One
Variable
B
SEB

R2

ΔR2

t(df)

Typical drinks
Step 1
Gender

.19
-1.44

.21

-.43

t(203) = -6.84**

Step 2
Intensity

.39
.78

.09

.48

t(202) = 8.29**

Step 2
Breakpoint

.20
.26

.12

t(203) = 2.13*
.38

.56

.07

t(203) = 8.04**
.18

.03

.18

t(201) = .14
.31

-15.85

2.52

.00

.01

Step 2
Elasticity

.20

.45

Step 2
Pmax

.02

.14

Step 2
Omax

.21

-.37

.14
t(199) = -6.29**
(table continues)
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Table 5 (continued)
Variable

B

SEB

Step 2
RR

3.67

.56

ΔR2

.33

.15

.39
.33

2.19

.33

t(df)

t(196) = 6.52**

Step 2
RDEA

R2

.15

.41

t(199) = 6.73**

HDEs
Step 1

.11

Gender

.13

.16

.06

t(202) =.77

Drinks

.23

.05

.35

t(202) = 4.68**

Step 2
Intensity

.11
-.09

.09

-.08

t(201) = -1.00

Step 2
Breakpoint

.10
.03

.09

.01

.00

.02

t(202) = .29

Step 2

.10

.00
(table continues)
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Table 5 (continued)
Variable
Omax

B

SEB

-.02

.06

R2
-.03
.10

.02

.13

t(200) = .16
.09

-.74

2.11

t(198) = -.35
.11

-.09

.47

t(195) = -.20
.10

.20

.28

.11

-.02

Step 2
RDEA

.00

-.03

Step 2
RR

.00

.01

Step 2
Elasticity

t(df)
t(202) = -.38

Step 2
Pmax

ΔR2

.05

.00
t(198) = .70

Total Problems
Step 1

.24

Gender

1.11

1.16

.07

t(202) = .96

Drinks

2.65

.35

.52

t(202) = 7.61**
(table continues)
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Table 5 (continued)
Variable

B

SEB

Step 2
Intensity

.25

.63

.91

.61

t(202) = 1.48
.28

1.39

.44

.88

t(202) = 3.14**

14.18

t(200) = 2.64**

t(198) = -3.19**
.28

8.96

3.29

.04

-.21

Step 2
RR

.03

.16
.30

-45.24

.04

.22
.29

2.32

.01

.09

Step 2
Elasticity

.00

.25

Step 2
Pmax

.24

t(df)

t(201) = .40

Step 2
Omax

ΔR2

.03

Step 2
Breakpoint

R2

.03

.18

t(195) = 2.72**

Step 2

.25

.01
(table continues)
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Table 5 (continued)
Variable
RDEA

B

SEB

3.17

1.96

R2

ΔR2

.11

t(df)
t(198) = 1.61

Step 2

.33

.06

Omax

1.17

.92

.17

t(187) = 1.27

Pmax

-.37

1.15

-.03

t(187) = -.33

Elasticity

-12.57

26.83

-.06

t(187) = -47

RR

7.47

3.25

.16

t(187) = 2.30*

IC
Step 1

.15

Gender

.77

.23

.25

t(201) = 3.39**

Drinks

.39

.07

.42

t(201) = 5.76**

Step 2
Intensity

.15
-.02

.12

.00

-.01

t(200) = -.14

Step 2

.18

.03
(table continues)
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Table 5 (continued)
Variable
Breakpoint

B

SEB

.30

.12

R2
.16
.19

.27

.09

t(201) = 3.10**
.19

.49

.18

t(199) = 2.82**
.19

-7.26

2.87

t(197) = 2.53*
.18

1.22

.66

t(194) = 1.85
.17

.56

.38

t(197) = 1.45
.20

.16

.20

.01

.11

Step 2
Breakpoint

.02

.13

Step 2
RDEA

.03

-.18

Step 2
RR

.03

.18

Step 2
Elasticity

.04

.22

Step 2
Pmax

t(df)
t(201) = 2.51*

Step 2
Omax

ΔR2

.09

.04
t(194) = .81
(table continues)
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Table 5 (continued)
Variable

R2

ΔR2

B

SEB

t(df)

Omax

.19

.17

.15

t(197) = 1.14

Pmax

.08

.25

.03

t(197) = .33

Elasticity

1.05

5.48

.03

t(197) = .85

PD
Step 1

.14

Gender

-.04

.09

-.04

t(201) = -.50

Drinks

.13

.03

.36

t(201) = 4.96**

Step 2
Intensity

.16
.10

.05

.17

t(200) = 2.20*

Step 2
Breakpoint

.15
.06

.05

t(201) = 1.32
.15

.05

.03

.01

.09

Step 2
Omax

.02

.10

.01
t(201) = 1.36
(table continues)
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Table 5 (continued)
Variable

B

SEB

Step 2
Pmax

.00

.07

.00

.15
-1.71

1.12

t(197) = -1.53
.18

.64

.25

.15

.03

.19

t(194) = 2.59**
.14

-.03

.01

-.11

Step 2
RDEA

.15

t(df)

t(199) = .03

Step 2
RR

ΔR2

.00

Step 2
Elasticity

R2

.00

-.02

t(197) = -.21

Step 2

.19

.04

Intensity

.08

.05

.14

t(191) = 1.72

RR

.62

.25

.18

t(191) = 2.48*

*p < .05, **p < .01 RR = Reinforcement ration; RDEA = Relative discretionary expenditures towards alcohol. For clarity, only step one of a single
regression for a given predictor is included. Although values were slightly different, the results were the same.
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Table 6
Pattern Matrix of Principle Component Analysis Of RE Variables for Study 1
Variable
Component
RE variable

Factor 1

Factor 2

Intensity

-.10

.87

Breakpoint

.90

.01

Omax

.61

.56

Pmax

.93

-.23

Elasticity

-.67

-.51

RR

.03

.55

RDEA

-.04

.71

RR = Reinforcement ration; RDEA = Relative discretionary expenditures towards alcohol

Structural equation modeling. Figure 2 presents the proposed model and
standardized path coefficients of the SEM. Examination of the fit indices for the model,
indicated that the model provided a poor fit to the data (χ2 [60] = 475.59, p = .00;
RMSEA = .18; SRMR = .19; CFI = .55). In regard to the measurement model, the
indicators for Factor 2 all loaded significantly, as did the indicators for Factor 1. For the
alcohol problem latent variable, all of the indicators except for health symptoms loaded
significantly onto the latent variable. In regard to the structural model, sensation-seeking
was a significant predictor of Factor 2; however, depression was not. In fact, depression
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did not demonstrate significant relations with any other variables. Both Factor 1 and
Factor 2 were significant predictors of alcohol problem severity, and the indirect effect of
sensation-seeking to alcohol problems via Factor 2 was also significant but the indirect
effect of depression was not.
Examination of the modification indices indicated that modifying a variety of
pathways in the structural equation model could lead to decreases in the chi-square values
and improvements of model fit, and thus may account for the poor fit of the model for
these data. Specifically, including Omax as an indicator of Factor 1 and elasticity as an
indicator of Factor 2 could lead to improvements in model fit (modification indices =
96.45 and 75.25, respectively). Additionally, including Omax and elasticity as indicators of
the alcohol problem variable may also improve fit (modification indices = 91.20 and
67.76, respectively).
The modification indices also suggest that changes in the relations between the
RE factors and the latent alcohol problem variable may improve model fit. Specifically,
regressing Factor 2 on Factor 1 or including Factor 2 as an indicator of Factor 1 and vice
versa could lead to decreases in the chi-square value (modification indices = 61.39). As
would regressing Factor 1 or Factor 2 on the latent alcohol problem variable or including
the latent alcohol problem variable as an indicator of Factor 1 or Factor 2 (modification
index = 61.19 and 61.13, respectively).
Finally, inclusion of new covariance pathways could lead to better model fit. Most
notably examining the covariance of Factor 2 with Factor 1, Factor 2 with sensationseeking, and Factor 2 with depression could lead to decreases in the chi-square value
(modification indices = 61.39).
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Figure 2. Proposed SEM including depression, sensation-seeking, RE Factors 1 and 2, and a latent alcohol problem variable for study
1.

ns

Relation was not significant. All other relations were significant at p < .01.
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Although the decreases in chi-square would be more modest the modification
indices suggest examining covariance between elasticity and intensity, Pmax and intensity,
physiological dependence and impaired control, health symptoms and typical drinks per
week, and health symptoms and physiological dependence (modification indices = 18.59,
21.12, 20.92, 11.71, 13.21, and 15.25, respectively).
Summary of study 1 results. As hypothesized we found relations of varying
strength between the RE metrics. Intensity, Elasticity, and Omax all demonstrated the
hypothesized large correlations with each other, as did Pmax, Elasticity, and Breakpoint.
Omax also demonstrated the hypothesized large correlations with Breakpoint and Pmax.
RR and RDEA demonstrated the hypothesized medium correlation, as did RR with
Intensity and Omax, and RDEA with Intensity, Omax, and Elasticity. Although we
hypothesized non-significant relations, Breakpoint demonstrated a medium correlation
with Intensity, and a small correlation with RR; however, as expected, Pmax demonstrated
non-significant relations with all of the RE variables except Omax, Breakpoint, and
Elasticity.
As for problem indicators, many of the hypothesized associations between RE
metrics and problem indicators were supported. Specifically the relations between
typical drinks and total alcohol-related problems and (a) Intensity, (b) Omax, (c) Elasticity,
and (d) RR were consistent with our hypotheses. Similarly, the relations between
Intensity and physiological dependence, RR and physiological dependence, Omax and
impaired control, and Elasticity and impaired control were also consistent with
hypotheses. Breakpoint also demonstrated small relations with total alcohol problems
and impaired control, as did Pmax with impaired control. The relation between Intensity
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and impaired control was smaller than expected as were all of the relations of Intensity,
Omax, Elasticity, RR, and RDEA with HDEs. Contrary to our hypotheses, only Omax and
RR were associated with health problems.
In regard to the relations between risk factors and RE metrics, almost none of the
hypothesized associations were found. Only sensation-seeking was associated with Omax,
Elasticity, and Intensity; however, in the case of Intensity this relation was smaller than
expected.
Finally, in regard to our multivariate analyses many of our hypotheses were
supported. Each of the RE variables which were hypothesized to predict typical drinks
per week (Intensity, Omax, Elasticity, RR, and RDEA) were significant predictors.
However, contrary to our hypotheses none of the RE variables predicted HDEs.
Consistent with our hypotheses, Omax, Elasticity, and RR predicted total problems;
however, surprisingly, Intensity did not. Our hypotheses related to physiological
dependence and impaired control symptoms were partially supported with Intensity and
RR (but not Omax and Elasticity) predicting physiological dependence and Omax and
Elasticity (but not Intensity and RR) predicting impaired control. In the regressions
which included multiple significant predictors for total alcohol-related problems, only RR
continued to be a significant predictor. For impaired control problems, none of the RE
variables were statistically significant. Finally, for physiological dependence problems
only RR was statistically significant. As for our SEM model, the model was a poor fit for
our data, although the pathways related to our measurement model were significant,
except that health problems was not a significant indicator of problem severity. Many of
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our hypothesized structural pathways were also significant except that depression was not
a significant predictor of RE or indirectly alcohol problem severity.
Study 2
Demand curves. For study 2 reported alcohol consumption exhibited the
expected decelerating curve in response to increasing price, and expenditures exhibited
the characteristic inverted U-shaped curve. Figure 3 plots mean consumption and
expenditures across the 17 different prices. The demand-curve equation (Hursh &
Silberberg, 2008) provided an excellent fit for the aggregated data (R2 = .99) and a good
fit to individual participant data (mean R2 = .78). As in study 1, we only included
Elasticity values for analyses when the demand equation accounted for at least 30% of
the variance in the participant’s consumption.
Normality. Of the 21 variables involved in the analyses for the second sample,
10 were significantly skewed or kurtotic (Omax, Elasticity, RDEA, drinks per week,
HDEs, total alcohol-related problems, physiological dependence, impaired control, health
symptoms, and parent history). Square root transformations successfully normalized all
but two of these variables. Although Elasticity and physiological dependence remained
slightly skewed and kurtotic (skewness = 1.12, 1.86; SEs = .26, .25; kurtosis = 1.11, 1.73;
SEs = .52, .50, respectively) the square-root transformed variables improved the
distributions and were included in the analyses.
Convergent and discriminant validity. Table 7 presents the correlations for the
study variables in study 2. All correlations described below are statistically significant (p
< .05). Intensity demonstrated a large positive correlation with Omax, a small negative
correlation with Elasticity, and a small to moderate positive correlation with RDEA.
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Figure 3. Demand and expenditure curves from study 2. Means and SEs for hypothetical
alcohol consumption (left axis) and expenditures (right axis) at 17 levels of price.
Consumption is represented with diamonds and expenditures are represented with
triangles.

Intensity was not correlated with RR. Breakpoint demonstrated large positive
correlations with Omax and Pmax, and a large negative correlation with Elasticity.
Breakpoint was not correlated with RDEA or RR. Omax demonstrated a large positive
correlation with Pmax, a large negative correlation with Elasticity, a moderate to large
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positive correlation with RDEA, and a small correlation with RR. Pmax demonstrated a
large negative correlation with Elasticity. Elasticity demonstrated a small to moderate
negative association with RDEA but was not correlated with RR. RR and RDEA were
not significantly correlated with each other. In terms of discriminant validity, only one of
the RE metrics (Omax) demonstrated significant correlations with social desirability (r = .23).
Correlations with primary and secondary problems. Table 7 also presents the
correlations between each of the RE metrics, alcohol use (typical drinks per week and
HDEs), and alcohol-related problems (total problems, impaired control, and physiological
dependence). Intensity demonstrated a large positive correlation with total alcoholrelated problems and moderate positive correlations with typical drinks per week, HDEs,
and impaired control, and a small positive correlation with physiological dependence.
Breakpoint demonstrated a small to moderate correlation with typical drinks per
week. Omax demonstrated a large positive correlation with typical drinks per week,
moderate to large positive correlations with HDEs and total problems, and a moderate
positive correlation with impaired control. Omax was not correlated with physiological
dependence. Pmax demonstrated a moderate positive correlation with drinks per week.
Elasticity demonstrated a moderate to large negative correlation with typical drinks per
week, and moderate correlations with HDEs, total problems, and impaired control, and a
small negative correlation with physiological dependence. RR demonstrated mediumsized positive correlations with typical drinks per week, HDEs, and impaired control, and
a small to moderate correlation with total problems.
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Table 7
Correlation Matrix of RE, Alcohol Use, Alcohol Problems, Sensation-Seeking, Health, Family History, and Social Desirability for
Study 2
Variable

1. Intensity

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

--

2. Breakpoint

.14

--

3. Omax

.56**

.61**

4. Pmax

.07

.77**

.65**

--

5. Elasticity

-.24*

-.76**

-.80**

-.65**

6. RR

.16

.01

.22*

.14

-.19

7. RDEA

.29**

.19

.45**

.21

-.27*

.16

8. Drinks

.42**

.29**

.63**

.31**

-.46**

.36**

.40**

--

9. HDEs

.35**

.16

.47**

.11

-.29**

.41**

.26*

.65**

10. Problems

.53**

.16

.46**

.13

-.34**

.26*

.33**

--

--

--

--

.55**

--

.36**

--

(table continues)
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Table 7 (continued)
Variable

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10. Problems

.53**

.16

.46**

.13

-.34**

.26*

.33**

.55**

11. PD

.25*

.13

.18

.14

-.24*

.19

.10

.34**

.18

.58**

12. IC

.41**

.12

.38**

.09

-.32**

.35**

.30**

.53**

.45**

81**

.51**

13. Premed.

.19

.12

.15

.12

-.18

.09

.23*

.19†

.25*

.16

.14

.14

15. Urgency

.38**

-.01

.22*

.09

-.15

.35**

.16

.15

.29**

.38**

.26*

.30**

.40**

16. SS

.21

.10

.05

-.01

-.10

.03

.05

.18

.09

.25*

.30**

.05

.28*

17. Persev.

.08

-.07

.05

.08

-.10

.31**

.07

.04

.11

.05*

.12

.05

.45**

18. Parent hx

.29*

-.04

.09

-.06

-.10

.06

-.01

.04

.02

.18

.07

.18

-.07

.17

.04

.23*

19. Health sx

.23*

.02

.14

-.05

.06

.20†

.27**

-.09

.04

.23*

.13

.23*

-.03

.35**

-.29**

.17

20. Depress.

.26*

-.07

.03

-.04

.06

.27*

.10

-.05

.10

.27*

.23*

.23*

.24*

.54**

.07

.45**

21. SD

-.18

-.14

-.23*

-.17

.19

-.03

-.01

.01

.08

-.18

-.03

-.03

-.07

-.28*

-.04

-.06

.36**

10.

11.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

--

--

--

--

--

.00

--

.48**

-.05

--

(table continues)
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Table 7 (continued)
Variable

18.

18. Parent hx

19.

20.

21.

--

19. Health sx

.12

--

20. Depress.

.20

.48**

21. SD

-.03

-.02

-.01

--

* p < .05; **p < .01
RR = Reinforcement ratio; RDEA = Relative discretionary expenditures towards alcohol; Drinks = Drinks per week; HDEs = Heavy
drinking episodes; Problems = Total alcohol-related problems; PD = Physiological dependence problems; IC = Impaired control
problems; Premed = Lack of premeditation; Persev = Lack of perseverance; SS = Sensation-seeking; Parent hx = family history; Health
sx = Health symptoms; SD = Social desirability
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RDEA demonstrated moderate positive correlations with typical drinks per week,
HDEs, total problems, and impaired control symptoms. Neither RR nor RDEA were
significantly associated with physiological dependence. Only Intensity and RDEA
demonstrated small positive correlations with health symptoms.
Correlations with risk factors. Table 7 also presents the correlations of the RE
metrics with each of the included risk factors (parental history of alcohol problems,
depression, sensation-seeking, urgency, lack of premeditation, and lack of perseverance).
All correlations described below were statistically significant. Intensity demonstrated a
medium positive correlation with urgency. Intensity also demonstrated small to moderate
positive correlations with parent history and depression. Omax demonstrated a small
positive correlation with urgency. RR demonstrated a medium positive correlation with
urgency, lack of perseverance, and a small to moderate positive correlation with
depression. RDEA demonstrated a small positive correlation with lack of premeditation.
Breakpoint, Pmax, and Elasticity were not significantly correlated with any of the risk
factors and all other correlations between the RE metrics and risk factors were not
significant.
Regression analyses with primary outcome variables. Table 8 presents the
results of the regression analyses for study 2. For the first step of the regressions for
typical weekly drinking, gender was a statistically significant predictor in each
regression. After controlling for gender, Intensity, Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, Elasticity, RR,
and RDEA were all statistically significant predictors of typical weekly drinking. In the
first step of each of the regressions for each of the additional outcome variables only
typical drinks (not gender) was a significant predictor. Only RR was a significant
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predictor of HDEs. Only Intensity was a significant predictor of total alcohol-related
problems. For physiological dependence, none of the RE metrics were statistically
significant predictors. Finally, Intensity, Pmax, and RR significantly predicted impaired
control problems.2
In the regression which included the multiple significant predictors only typical
drinks (not gender) was a significant predictor in the first step of the regressions. For
total alcohol-related problems, when Omax, Pmax, elasticity, and RR were entered into the
second step of the regression only RR continued to be a significant predictor.
For impaired control problems, when Intensity, Pmax, and RR were entered into
the second step of the regression only RR continued to be a statistically significant
predictor.3

2

Due to the significant correlation between Omax and social desirability in study 2,

all regressions for the primary outcome variables using Omax were also analyzed when
controlling for social desirability. The results were identical to those described, and thus
were not included in the manuscript.
3

Additional hierarchical regressions were conducted for the problem domains in

which all seven of the RE metrics were entered in the second step. The results for study 2
varied slightly from the regressions in which the multiple significant predictors were
entered in the second step. For total problems none of the metrics were significant, for
impaired control RR was significant, and for physiological dependence (for which we did
not originally conduct a regression which included the multiple significant predictors)
only Omax was statistically significant.
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Table 8
Hierarchical regression analyses for study 2
Variable
B
SEB

R2

ΔR2

t(df)

Typical drinks
Step 1
Gender

.11
-1.02

.31

-.33

t(88) = -3.29**

Step 2
Intensity

.23
.12

.03

.36

t(87) = 3.69**

Step 2
Breakpoint

.18
.07

.02

t(87) = 2.77**
.42

.51

.08

t(87) = 6.80**
.20

.16

.05

t(87) = 3.12**
.26

-10.96

2.62

.09

.30

Step 2
Elasticity

.31

.58

Step 2
Pmax

.07

.27

Step 2
Omax

.12

.16

-.41

t(81) = -4.19**

Step 2

.17

.07
(table continues)
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Table 8 (continued)
Variable
RR

B

SEB

2.58

1.04

R2
.28
.25

2.21

.57

t(df)
t(78) = 2.48*

Step 2
RDEA

ΔR2

.13

.36

t(89) = 3.85**

HDEs
Step 1

.42

Gender

.05

.15

.03

t(87) = .36

Drinks

.36

.05

.66

t(87) = 7.57**

Step 2
Intensity

.42
.02

.02

.10

t(86) = 1.10

Step 2
Breakpoint

.42
.00

.01

t(86) = -.32
.43

.05

.05

.001

-.03

Step 2
Omax

.01

.01

.11

t(86) = 1.02

Step 2

.43

.01
(table continues)
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Table 8 (continued)
Variable
Pmax

B

SEB

-.03

.03

R2
-.11
.39

-.12

1.47

t(80) = -.08
.44

1.31

.52

t(77) = 2.54*
.43

.00

.30

.05

.24

Step 2
RDEA

.00

-.01

Step 2
RR

t(df)
t(86) = -1.24

Step 2
Elasticity

ΔR2

.00

.00

t(88) = .01

Total Problems
Step 1

.30

Gender

-.02

.29

-.01

t(87) = -.07

Drinks

.54

.09

.55

t(87) = 5.76**

Step 2
Intensity

.41
.13

.03

.11

.36

t(86) = 3.96**

Step 2

.30

.00
(table continues)
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Table 8 (continued)
Variable
Breakpoint

B

SEB

.00

.02

R2
.01
.32

.17

.10

t(86) = 1.70
.30

-.03

.05

t(86) = -.52
.28

-3.21

2.74

t(80) = -1.17
.28

.91

1.01

t(77) = .90
.31

.73

.59

.01

.10

Step 2
RDEA

.01

-.13

Step 2
RR

.00

-.05

Step 2
Elasticity

.02

.20

Step 2
Pmax

t(df)
t(86) = .05

Step 2
Omax

ΔR2

.12

.01
t(86) = 1.23

IC
Step 1
Gender

.28
.10

.16

.06

t(87) = .60
(table continues)
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Table 8 (continued)
Variable
Drinks

B

SEB

.30

.05

R2
.55
.33

.05

.02

t(86) = 2.44*
.28

-.01

.01

t(86) = -.46
.29

.04

.06

.00

-.05

Step 2
Omax

.05

.24

Step 2
Breakpoint

.00

.08

t(86) = .70

Step 2

.29

.01

Pmax

t(86) = 2.82**

Step 2
Elasticity

.27
-1.73

1.61

t(80) = -1.08
.34

1.18

.54

.01

-.12

Step 2
RR

t(df)
t(87) = 5.67**

Step 2
Intensity

ΔR2

.04

.23

t(77) = 2.18*

Step 2

.29

.01
(table continues)
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Table 8 (continued)
Variable
RDEA

B

SEB

.33

.33

R2

ΔR2

.10

t(df)
t(86) = 1.02

Step 2

.39

.10

Intensity

.04

.02

.18

t(75) = 1.87

Pmax

-.05

.03

-.16

t(75) = -1.67

RR

1.21

.53

.23

t(75) = 2.30*

PD
Step 1

.12

Gender

.05

.10

.05

t(87) = .44

Drinks

.11

.03

.35

t(87) = 3.30**

Step 2
Intensity

.13
.02

.01

.14

t(86) = 1.23

Step 2
Breakpoint

.12
.00

.01

.02

.00

.04

t(86) = .36

Step 2

.12

.00
(table continues)
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Table 8 (continued)
Variable
Omax

B

SEB

-.01

.04

R2
-.05
.12

.01

.02

t(86) = .34
.12

-1.05

1.06

t(80) = -.99
.13

.35

.38

t(77) = .92
.12

-.09

.21

.01

.11

Step 2
RDEA

.01

-.12

Step 2
RR

.00

.04

Step 2
Elasticity

t(df)
t(86) = -.34

Step 2
Pmax

ΔR2

-.05

.00
t(86) = -.40

*p < .05, **p < .01. RR = Reinforcement ration; RDEA = Relative discretionary expenditures towards alcohol. For clarity, only step
one of a single regression for a given predictor is included. Although values were slightly different, the results were the same.
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Factor analysis. The scree plot from the PCA revealed discontinuities that
suggested two latent factors which demonstrated a small positive correlation with each
other (r =.18). Table 9 presents the pattern matrix for the analysis. The first factor
accounted for 45.43% of the variance (Eigenvalue = 3.18). Factor 1 was made up of
Breakpoint, Omax, Pmax, and Elasticity. Factor 2 accounted for 20.07% of the variance
(Eigenvalue = 1.41) and was made up of Intensity, Omax, RR, and RDEA. Additional
factors accounted for small proportions of variance with small Eigenvalues (<0.91). For
this sample, Elasticity did not load on both factors consistent with the findings of
MacKillop and colleagues (2009).
Structural equation modeling. Figure 4 presents the proposed model.
Examination of the fit indices for the model, indicated that the model provided a poor fit
to the data (χ2 [99] = 625.33, p = .00; RMSEA = .17; SRMR = .17; CFI = .59). In
regard to the structural model, only urgency was a significant predictor of Factor 2. Only
Factor 2 was a significant predictor of the latent alcohol problem variable, and the
indirect effect of urgency to alcohol problems via Factor 2 was also significant. None of
the indirect effects between depression, sensation-seeking, lack of premeditation, and
lack of perseverance were significant.
Examination of the modification indices of the model indicated that modifying a
variety of pathways in the structural equation model could lead to decreases in the chisquare values and improvements of model fit, and thus may account for the poor fit of the
model for this data. Specifically, including Omax as an indicator of Factor 1 and elasticity
as an indicator of Factor 2 could lead to significant improvements in model fit
(modification indices = 46.18 and 25.64, respectively).
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Table 9
Pattern matrix of principle component analysis of RE variables for study 2
Variable
Component
Factor 1

Factor 2

Intensity

-.04

.79

Breakpoint

.93

-.17

Omax

.68

.50

Pmax

.91

-.17

Elasticity

-.85

-.27

RR

-.05

.52

RDEA

.04

.58

RR = Reinforcement ration; RDEA = Relative discretionary expenditures towards
alcohol
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Figure 4. Proposed SEM including depression, sensation-seeking, urgency, premeditation, perseverance, RE Factors 1 and 2, and a
latent alcohol problem variable for study 2.

ns

Relation was not significant. All other relations were significant at p < .01.
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Additionally, including elasticity as an indicator of the alcohol problem variable
may also improve fit (modification indices = 24.28).
The modification indices also suggest that changes in the relations between the
RE factors and the latent alcohol problem variable may improve model fit. Specifically,
regressing Factor 2 on Factor 1 or including Factor 2 as an indicator of Factor 1 and vice
versa could lead to significant decreases in the chi-square value (modification indices =
34.26). As would regressing Factor 1 or Factor 2 on the latent alcohol problem variable
or including the latent alcohol problem variable as an indicator of Factor 1 or Factor 2
(modification index = 11.20 and 31.88, respectively).
Finally, inclusion of new covariance pathways could lead to better model fit. Most
notably examining the covariance of Factor 2 with Factor 1, Factor 2 with depression,
Factor 2 with sensation-seeking, Factor 2 with lack of premeditation, and Factor 2 with
urgency could lead to decreases in the chi-square value (modification indices = 34.26).
Although the decreases in chi-square would be more modest the modification indices
suggest examining covariance between physiological dependence and impaired control
and health symptoms and typical drinks per week (modification indices = 14.44 and
13.08, respectively).
Summary of study 2 results. As hypothesized we found varying sizes of
relations between the RE metrics. Almost all of the hypotheses of large correlations
between Intensity, Elasticity, and Omax as well as Pmax, Elasticity, and Breakpoint were
supported, except that the relation between Intensity and Elasticity was small to
moderate. We found the hypothesized large correlations of Omax with Breakpoint and
Pmax. Surprisingly, RR and RDEA were not significantly correlated in this sample. RR
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demonstrated a smaller than expected correlation with Omax and was also not significantly
correlated with Intensity. RDEA however, did demonstrate the hypothesized correlations
with Intensity, Omax, and Elasticity. Our hypothesis of discriminant validity was mostly
supported in that only one of the RE variables was correlated with social desirability.
Although Omax did demonstrate a small correlation with social desirability its correlations
with all of the other RE metrics, except RR, were greater than its correlation with social
desirability.
Although many of our hypotheses regarding the relations between the RE metrics
and problem indicators were supported, hypotheses related to Intensity were only
partially supported, in that Intensity demonstrated smaller than expected correlations with
typical drinks per week, HDEs, physiological dependence, and impaired control. Almost
all of the correlations between Omax and the primary problem indicators were larger than
hypothesized, except for in the case of physiological dependence, which Omax, contrary to
our hypotheses, was not significantly correlated with. All other hypotheses related to RR,
RDEA, and Elasticity with the primary problem indicators were also supported, except
that RR and physiological dependence demonstrated no relation and Elasticity and
physiological dependence demonstrated a smaller than expected correlation. We also
found that RDEA demonstrated a moderate correlation with total problems and impaired
control, and Pmax demonstrated a small to moderate correlation with typical drinks per
week. As far as secondary problems, contrary to our hypotheses, only Intensity and
RDEA demonstrated associations with health symptoms.
As for the relations between RE and various risk factors, our hypotheses were
largely unsupported. For depression, only Intensity and RR demonstrated the
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hypothesized correlations. For parental history of problems, only Intensity was
significantly correlated. Surprisingly, none of the RE metrics were related to sensationseeking in this sample. Only Omax and RR demonstrated relations with urgency, only
RDEA demonstrated a relation with lack of premeditation, and only RR demonstrated a
relation with lack of perseverance.
In the multivariate models, many of our hypotheses were not supported. For
typical drinks, all of the hypothesized RE variables (Intensity, Omax, Elasticity, RR, and
RDEA) as well as Breakpoint and Pmax were significant predictors. Only RR
significantly predicted HDEs, and only Intensity predicted total alcohol-related problems.
None of the hypothesized variables were significant predictors of physiological
dependence, but Intensity, RR, and Pmax (which was not hypothesized to be predictive)
were significant predictors for impaired control. In the regression which included the
multiple significant predictors, for total alcohol-related problems and impaired control
problems, only RR continued to be a significant predictor. Finally, the SEM model was a
poor fit for our data, but the pathways related to our measurement model were significant
except that health problems were not a significant indicator of problem severity. Many of
our hypothesized structural pathways were not significant except that Factor 2
significantly predicted problem severity and urgency was a significant predictor of RE,
and indirectly alcohol problem severity via Factor 2.
Discussion
Heavy alcohol use during young adulthood is associated with a variety of
individual risks, and also a number of public health costs (Hingson et al., 2009; Wechsler
et al., 2002). The identification of supplemental indicators of alcohol problem severity is
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a potentially useful way to identify individuals in need of intervention, and is therefore an
important goal in substance abuse research. The overall pattern of results of the current
study identified the behavioral economics construct of RE as a valid and potentially
useful indicator of alcohol problem severity. Further, heterogeneity was observed within
the RE construct, and the seven RE metrics demonstrated differential relations with each
other as well as with several domains of alcohol-related problems, suggesting that these
metrics can provide unique information concerning alcohol problem severity.
Reinforcing Efficacy as a Heterogeneous Construct
Across both studies, we saw correlations of varying sizes between the RE metrics
included in our sample, and many of our hypotheses, which were based on the findings of
Murphy and colleagues (2009), were supported. The strong relation we found between
Intensity and Omax, as well as the relations between Pmax, Elasticity, and Breakpoint have
been found across a variety of samples including adolescents, college students, noncollege young adults, and middle-aged adults. These finding have also been consistent
across different substances (nicotine and alcohol) and across different levels of use
suggesting that these variables are measuring a facet of RE that is involved in the range
of addictive behaviors (MacKillop & Murphy, 2007; MacKillop et al., 2008; MacKillop
et al., 2010; Murphy & MacKillop 2006; Murphy et al., 2009; Murphy et al., 2011; Smith
et al., 2010; Yurasek et al., 2011). We also found the expected large relations between
Omax and Elasticity, which is consistent with several previous research studies
(MacKillop & Murphy, 2007; MacKillop et al., 2010; Murphy & MacKillop, 2006).
However, this finding was inconsistent with one study with adolescent smokers
(MacKillop et al., 2008). In the current studies, and in several other studies (including
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the Murphy et al. (2011) replication of MacKillop et al. (2008)), a newer exponential
demand equation was used instead of the older linear equation (Hursh, Raslear, Bauman,
& Black, 1989). This new equation is posited to yield a more accurate measure of
―essential value‖ of a substance (Hursh & Silberberg, 2008). The present results add to
the literature which suggests that the new Elasticity value demonstrates stronger relations
with RE variables as well as problem indicators. Despite this inconsistency, it appears
that the relation between Omax and Elasticity, is also consistent across different age
groups and different substances. Finally, Omax also demonstrated the hypothesized large
correlations with Pmax and Breakpoint across both studies. These relations were
consistent with multiple previous studies (MacKillop & Murphy, 2007; MacKillop et al.,
2008; Murphy & MacKillop, 2006; Murphy et al., 2011).
Our hypothesis that Intensity and Elasticity would demonstrate strong correlations
was only partially supported. We only found the expected large association in the college
sample (consistent with the findings of Murphy et al., 2009), but only a small to moderate
correlation in the non-college sample. The positive association between Intensity and
Elasticity is consistent with some previous research (Murphy et al., 2009; Murphy et al.,
2011) but inconsistent with several other studies (MacKillop & Murphy, 2007,
MacKillop, et al., 2010 Murphy & MacKillop 2006). This is likely due to the way in
which Elasticity was measured. In the former group of studies, Elasticity was measured
using the same equation as was used in our studies, whereas in the latter studies the older
demand curve equation was used. The differential findings across our studies may be
related to the fact that the heavy drinkers in study 1 had a smaller mean value of
Elasticity, suggesting less elastic demand for alcohol overall. One reason for a smaller
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relation between Elasticity and Intensity in sample 2 may be due to a floor effect for the
Elasticity values of sample 2.
Our results related to RR and RDEA were slightly less clear, and our hypotheses
related to these variables were only partially supported. Only in study 1 were these
variables significantly related to each other. Although RDEA demonstrated moderate
associations with Intensity, Omax, and Elasticity, RR only demonstrated a significant
correlation with Intensity in study 2, and the correlation was smaller than hypothesized.
Our results suggest that among a light drinking sample (participants in study 2 drank 1/3
less than participants in study 1, and approximately 1/2 less than the Murphy et al.
(2009) sample on which our hypotheses were based) RR may not demonstrate the same
strength of associations with other RE variables as it does with heavier drinkers.
Interestingly though, in our studies, although participants in study 2 drank significantly
less than participants in study 1 the RR value between the two groups was almost
identical. This suggests that college students, despite higher levels of alcohol use, report
similar proportions of behavioral allocation and enjoyment from substance-related
activities as non-college young adults.
Our hypothesis that none of the RE metrics would be associated with social
desirability was almost entirely supported across both samples. However, Omax
demonstrated a small, but significant, negative correlation with social desirability in the
non-college sample. We are unaware of other research that has investigated discriminant
validity of RE with a hypothesized unrelated trait. This finding suggests that, in a noncollege drinking population, maximum reported expenditure during a hypothetical
purchase task is partially related to an individual’s tendency to respond in socially
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desirable ways. However, it is important to note that the relations between Omax and all
of the RE variables, except RR, were much larger than the relation between Omax and
social desirability. The size of associations of Omax with social desirability and RR were
similar (-.23 and .22, respectively). Social desirability also demonstrated a significant
negative correlation with urgency in the second sample, which was also correlated with
Omax. Thus, individuals who report that they would spend more money during a
hypothetical drinking session and who report more urgency/rash behavior, may behave in
less socially desirable ways. This finding was an important reminder of the consideration
that should be given to issues related to self-presentation, reporter bias, and social
desirability in the broad context of self-reported behavioral measures.
In sum, the pattern of correlations between study measures supports the
conceptualization of RE as a multi-component construct that is best assessed with a
variety of indicators. This is consistent with previous research (Bickel, Marsch, &
Carroll, 2000; MacKillop et al., 2009; Murphy et al., 2009) which characterizes RE as a
multifaceted, behavior strengthening construct. Specifically, it appears the relations
between Intensity and Omax and the relations between Breakpoint, Elasticity, and Pmax are
supported across samples with varying levels of use. Additionally, we found that RE
metrics not derived from demand curves (RR and RDEA) are associated with other RE
metrics; however, it appears that RDEA may not be as strongly related to these variables,
especially in lighter drinking samples. These differential relations also support the
research which has found that the RE metrics form specific factors which have
differential utility as problem severity indicators (discussed in more detail below).
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The results of our principle components analyses also support the findings of our
bivariate correlation analyses. First, across both studies two factors emerged which
accounted for a majority of the variance in RE. This result was consistent with the
finding of MacKillop and colleagues’ (2009) study; however, our findings suggested that
the RE variables we included accounted for less of the variance in RE (69.88% in study 1
and 65.5% in study 2) than did the variables included by MacKillop and colleagues
(85%). Our factor analysis differed from that of MacKillop and colleagues in that we
included RR and RDEA, two RE variables which were not taken from demand curves,
and thus added additional heterogeneity to the RE factor. Similar to the findings of
MacKillop and colleagues (2009) we found that across both samples Breakpoint and
Pmax, and to a lesser extent Omax loaded on a single factor. In fact, Breakpoint and Pmax
loaded to similar extents on this first factor in our studies as they did in MacKillop’s
study (Breakpoint = .90, .93, .88 and Pmax = .93, .91, and .90 in study 1, study 2, and the
MacKillop sample, respectively). In regard to factor two, we also found that Intensity,
and to a lesser extent Omax, significantly loaded across both of our studies; however, these
variables loaded to a smaller extent in our studies than they did in MacKillop’s (Intensity
= .87, .79, .99 and Omax = .56, .50, .65 in study 1, study 2, and the MacKillop sample,
respectively). The inclusion of RR and RDEA provided unique information about RE as
we found that these RE variables loaded on Factor 2 with Intensity and Omax.
The most notable finding from our factor analysis is related to Elasticity.
Previous research found Elasticity to load only onto a single factor with Breakpoint, Pmax,
and Omax (MacKillop et al., 2009). In study 1, however, Elasticity loaded on both factors,
whereas in study 2 although it did not meet the cutoff criteria to load on Factor 2,
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Elasticity did load to a much greater extent in that sample on that factor than it did in the
MacKillop study (Elasticity = -.27, -.09 in study 2 and the MacKillop sample,
respectively). These discrepant findings may be related to the different methods for
deriving elasticity used in the current studies compared to previous studies. Our factor
analysis findings as well as the stronger relations between the newer Elasticity value and
other RE variables, supports the variable as a metric of ―essential value‖ of a drug (Hursh
& Silbeberg, 2008). This new Elasticity value appears to be more sensitive, to
demonstrate greater reliability (Murphy et al., 2009), and to possibly be a more global
indicator of the underlying RE construct than the older Elasticity value, which is reflected
by the increased relations of the new Elasticity value (vs. the old value) with the other RE
metrics, and the loading of the new Elasticity value on both factors.
Our Factor 1 was identical, across both samples, to the Persistence factor
proposed by MacKillop and colleagues (2009), supporting the thesis that the Breakpoint,
Pmax, Elasticity, and Omax variables represent the extent to which a person is sensitive to
price increases. The Persistence factor provides an illustration of to what extent an
individual will continue to work towards attaining alcohol despite increasing costs.
Factor 2, with the addition of RR and RDEA differed somewhat from Amplitude (how
much alcohol a person would consume or spend according to MacKillop and colleagues).
We believe that this definition still applies to Factor 2 even with the addition of RR and
RDEA, as RDEA is also a measure of how much money a person spends on alcohol and
RR is, in part, a measure of how much time a person spends on alcohol. More broadly,
Amplitude could be identified as the amount of alcohol consumed, and also the centrality
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and ―space‖ that alcohol and alcohol-related behaviors occupy in a person’s behavioral
repertoire (i.e., the relative valuation of alcohol).
Reinforcing Efficacy as an Indicator of Problem Severity
In addition to the differential relations between RE metrics, the RE metrics were
also observed to have differential relations with the included indicators of alcohol-related
problem severity. Further, differential relations were noted across our two studies.
Relations between reinforcing efficacy and alcohol consumption. For typical
weekly drinking, we found all of the positive relations with RE metrics that we
hypothesized, consistent with previous research (MacKillop & Murphy, 2007; MacKillop
et al., 2010;Murphy & MacKillop, 2006; Murphy et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2010; Yurasek
et al., 2011); however, not all of our hypotheses related to the size of the correlations
were supported. In the college sample, Intensity demonstrated the largest correlation
with typical drinks, whereas in the non-college sample this correlation was moderate in
size. As for the non-college sample, Omax demonstrated the largest correlation with
typical drinks per week, whereas this correlation was moderate in size in the college
sample. RDEA also demonstrated a larger correlation with typical drinks in study 1 than
it did in study 2. Across both samples Elasticity and RR demonstrated the expected
medium-sized relations with typical drinks. Each of the hypothesized RE metrics
(Intensity, Omax, Elasticity, RR, and RDEA) was also predictive of typical weekly
drinking across both samples, as were Breakpoint and Pmax in study 2. This demonstrates
that multiple RE metrics are consistent predictors of alcohol consumption in both heavy
and light drinkers.
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The relations between each of the RE metrics and HDEs, in both studies, were
weaker than expected in almost all cases, except the relation between Omax and HDEs in
study 2. Although the relations were smaller than expected, each of the RE variables
demonstrated greater relations to HDEs in the lighter drinking non-college sample than
they did in the heavy drinking college sample. None of the RE metrics (except RR in
study 2) significantly predicted HDEs. Thus, it appears that although the RE metrics may
be valid predictors of typical drinking behaviors, they may be less useful in predicting the
heavy episodic drinking which places many young adults at risk of experiencing acute
alcohol-related consequences. However, HDEs in study 1 demonstrated only a moderate
correlation with typical weekly drinking and small correlations with the problem
domains. In contrast, the correlations between these problem domains and typical weekly
drinking were double in size. Thus, consistent with previous research the current
definition of an HDE, used among a heavy drinking sample, may not capture the full
range of heavy episodic drinking behavior nor be an accurate illustration of risk for
experiencing alcohol-related problems (DeJong, 2003; Herring, Berridge, & Thom,
2003). In contrast, our findings in study 2 suggest that in a lighter drinking sample,
heavy drinking is more strongly associated with drinking and problems as the correlation
between HDEs and typical drinks per week was large.
Relations between reinforcing efficacy and alcohol-related problems. In line
with previous research and our hypotheses, we found relations between RE metrics
(Intensity, Omax, Elasticity and RR) and total alcohol-related problems (Murphy &
MacKillop, 2006; Smith et al., 2010). Across both studies, Intensity demonstrated large
correlations and Elasticity demonstrated moderate associations with total problems. In
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study 1, Omax demonstrated the expected moderate association, but a larger-than-expected
association was noted in study 2 between Omax and total alcohol related problems.
Finally, a moderate association between RDEA and total problems was identified which
was not originally hypothesized. Within a regression framework, contradictory findings
emerged between our two samples. Specifically, Intensity was the only RE metric (out of
Intensity, Omax, Elasticity, and RR) which was not supported as a predictor in study 1,
whereas Intensity (out of Intensity, Omax, Elasticity, and RR) was the only RE metric that
was supported as a significant predictor in study 2. Our finding that Intensity was not a
significant predictor in study 1 was not consistent with the findings of Murphy and
colleagues (2009). One potential explanation for this differential predictive validity may
be a ceiling effect for Intensity in study 1. In study 2 the mean Intensity was similar to the
mean Intensity of Murphy’s (2009) sample (mean = 7.10, 7.53, study 2 and Murphy’s
sample, respectively), whereas the mean Intensity value in study 1 was 10.24. This may
have lead to a lack of variability in Intensity in study 1, thus making it less useful at
predicting alcohol-related problems. This finding suggests that in very heavy drinking
samples, there may not be sufficient variability in Intensity to warrant its use as an
indicator of broad alcohol-related problems. However, with light to moderate drinking
samples, Intensity provides information about the risks of experiencing alcohol problems.
Finally, when the multiple significant predictors were entered into a single step for total
alcohol-related problems, in study 1, only RR remained a statistically significant
predictor. This suggests that in heavy drinking samples, RR provides unique information
about the risks for experiencing problems above and beyond drinking levels.
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An additional contribution of the present research was the investigation of the
relation between RE and specific AUD symptom domains. Our hypotheses regarding
physiological dependence and impaired control were largely based on relations observed
between RE metrics and more broadly measured alcohol problems and AUD symptoms
(MacKillop et al., 2010; Murphy & MacKillop, 2006; Smith et al., 2010). Our findings
for these symptom domains were not completely consistent across studies. In study 1,
several of the RE variables (Intensity, Omax, Elasticity, RR, and RDEA) demonstrated
relations of varying sizes with physiological dependence. Yet, in study 2, only Intensity
and Elasticity were related to this symptom domain. Additionally, the lack of relations
between Omax and RR with physiological dependence in study 2 is surprising considering
the fairly strong correlations these measures demonstrated with total alcohol-related
problems. As for the predictive validity of the RE metrics for physiological dependence
symptoms, only Intensity and RR were significant in study 1 (none of the RE metrics
were significant for study 2), and only RR remained significant in the additional
regressions. Again, this lends further support to the use of RR as an indicator of problem
severity among a heavy drinking sample.
As for the other symptom domain consistent with an AUD, across both studies we
found small to moderate correlations between several RE metrics (Intensity, Omax, RR,
Elasticity, and RDEA) and impaired control symptoms. The predictors of impaired
control were different across studies: Omax, Elasticity, Breakpoint, and Pmax in study 1,
and Intensity, Pmax, and RR in study 2. However, in study 1 when the multiple RE
metrics were entered into the regression none of them remained significant predictors of
impaired control; in study 2 RR remained significant. In study 1 each of the Persistence
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factors was a significant predictors of impaired control suggesting that heavy drinking
individuals with less sensitivity to price are more likely to experience impaired control
problems. Thus, it appears that identifying those heavy drinking individuals who do not
adjust their drinking in response to price increases, may be one way to identify those
individuals at greater risk for greater problems. In terms of light to moderate drinkers,
RR again demonstrates its utility at detecting an problem domain that is likely associated
with more chronic and possibly long-term problems.
Finally, contrary to our hypotheses few of the RE metrics demonstrated relations
with health symptoms. This is consistent with our SEM analyses, which indicated that
health problems were not a strong indicator of alcohol problem severity. It is possible
that, for young adults, health sequelae of alcohol use are less prominent than in older
samples, most likely due to the low rate of health problems in this typically healthy
population.
This pattern of findings wherein aspects of RE were differentially related to
alcohol-related problems and symptoms further supports the heterogeneity of the RE
construct. We found varying degrees of associations, and also varying degrees of
predictive validity for each of the RE metrics. One clear finding is that across both
samples, RR appears to demonstrate some predictive validity above and beyond other RE
metrics and typical drinking for some domains of alcohol-related problems. In
comparison with all of the RE metrics included in our study, RR includes a specific
―enjoyment‖ component. The addition of this component with a measurement of
behavior may be one of the reasons that RR is a better predictor of alcohol problems than
other RE metrics. Another unique aspect of RR, in comparison with the metrics derived
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from the demand curves, is the inclusion of a ratio (how much of their time an individual
will spend out of all of the time they have to spend) which may allow for a more sensitive
examination of RE across the various activities in which an individual can choose to
engage. However, RDEA also includes a ratio and thus, may have been expected to
demonstrate similar levels of utility as a problem severity indicator, but RDEA in both of
our samples was not predictive of any of the included problem domains, suggesting that
RDEA is a less effective indicator of problem severity than RR. Our results related to
RDEA were surprising, as monetary ratios have demonstrated predictive utility for
changes in alcohol use and problems in previous research (Tucker et al., 2002, 2006,
2008, 2009). One possible explanation is the difference between RDEA and the
previously described ASDE index. Although RDEA provides a quantitative measure of
relative reinforcement, ASDE also incorporates a delayed reward discounting aspect in
that it examines expenditures on alcohol in comparison to those on savings. RDEA on the
other hand, examined the ratio of expenditures in comparison to general discretionary
expenditures. This lack of a delayed reward discounting aspect may make RDEA a less
useful indicator of problem severity than ASDE.
Relations between reinforcing efficacy and risk factors for alcohol-related
problems. Consistent with previous research, RE was associated with multiple domains
of alcohol-related problems, and also with identified risk factors for alcohol problems
(Smith et al., 2010). Specifically, in study 1 we found significant relations between
Intensity, Omax, and Elasticity (which are all associated with Persistence) and sensationseeking. In study 2 we found a significant association between Intensity and Urgency. In
turn, sensation-seeking in study 1 was associated with physiological dependence, and
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Urgency in study 2 was associated with each of the problem domains. The indirect
effects of both of these risk factors on alcohol problem severity via Amplitude were
significant, suggesting that consistent with previous research RE may mediate the relation
between impulsivity-related traits and alcohol problems (Smith et al., 2010). This finding
lends further support to the strength of relations between the Amplitude indicators and
alcohol use and alcohol-related problems and suggests that this factor may play a key role
in the relations between risk factors and alcohol problem severity.
Demand was not consistently related to two other well-documented risk factors
for alcohol use and problems parental history of alcohol-related problems and depression.
In study 1, depression and parental history demonstrated no relations with RE; however
the mean level of parental history of alcohol problems across both studies was fairly low.
In study 2, on the other hand, Intensity was associated with depression and parental
history. In regard to parental history, we found few relations between history and alcohol
consumption and alcohol-related problems, consistent with some previous research
(Engs, 1990; Harrell, Slane, & Klump, 2009). Thus, we found few relations between the
RE variables, which are significantly associated with alcohol consumption and problems,
and family history. Our findings suggest that among young adults, family history may
not be a reliable risk factor for alcohol use and problems. We were surprised that we did
not find more associations between depression and RE; however, this is somewhat
consistent with previous research which has found a lack of relations between ASDE and
psychopathology (Tucker at al., 2006). Also of note, we found that depression was not
significantly associated with consumption but was significantly associated with multiple
problem domains across both studies. It may be that the relation between depression and
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alcohol-related problems is not mediated by RE, unlike the relation between impulsivityrelated traits and alcohol consumption/problems.
Further research is needed to understand the relations between RE and other wellestablished risk factors for alcohol use and related problems. Previous research has found
relations between RE and risk factors such as cravings and drinking motives (MacKillop
et al., 2010; Yurasek et al., 2011), and, at least in regards to cravings, RE has been found
to respond to changes in these contextually-bound risk factors. Additionally, drinking in
response to these risk factors may serve to strengthen drinking behaviors. For example,
satisfaction of a craving, at least in the short-term, is very reinforcing, as would be
drinking to enhance a situation an d experiencing actual enhancement. Thus, it may be
that RE provides an illustration of this drinking-reinforcement process, because it is a
measure of the behavior strengthening properties of alcohol. Other examples of wellestablished risk factors that are likely associated with this reinforcement process include
alcohol expectancies, positive consequences from drinking, and peer influences (Ham &
Hope, 2003).
Strengths and Limitations
The inclusion of two samples, with different drinking profiles, responsibilities,
health, and depressive symptoms allowed us to assess how these RE metrics can be used
with both college and non-college young adults . The inclusion of multiple metrics of RE
is unique and provided an opportunity for the examination of the various facets of RE.
Additionally, multiple domains of alcohol use and alcohol-related problems were
examined in the current study and differential relations between these variables and the
multiple components of RE were identified. The findings of this study should be
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interpreted in light of several limitations. First, the use of all self-report measures
prevented the use of a multitrait multimethod construct validity analysis (Campbell &
Fiske, 1959). Given that many of the measures used in this study were adapted from
behavioral measures, a multimethod measurement study is possible and may reveal
different results about the construct validity of RE. Despite the use of all self-report
measures, previous research has found that the self-report version of the RE measures are
valid and highly correlated with actual behavior (Amlung, Acker, Stojek, Murphy, &
MacKillop, 2011; Jacobs & Bickel, 1999). A second notable limitation is the small size
of the second sample. Although this was the initial examination of many of the study
variables in a novel population the small sample size may have impacted the results.
Specifically, the small sample size was not sufficient to examine the number of
hypothesized pathways in the SEM analyses. There was a lack of ethnic diversity among
the second sample, making these results less generalizable to a general American young
adult population. Finally, the use of cross-sectional data presents a limitation in terms of
examining causation; longitudinal studies are necessary to examine these relations.
Implications and Future Directions
The results of the study, as well as the limitations, suggest a variety of future
directions. First, as the present study identified differential associations between RE and
drinking behavior across two samples of disparate environmental contexts, future
research should investigate the RE-alcohol use link in other demographic contexts. Of
special interest would be a heavy drinking non-college sample. Heavy drinking in
college is a normative behavior and due to this expectation and the college atmosphere
heavy drinking college students may be insulated from experiencing a variety of
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problems that would otherwise be associated with their drinking. In contrast, non-college
young adults lack this additional protective factor, so those individuals who are drinking
heavily may be especially at risk for acute problems (i.e., DUIs, other legal problems,
losing a job, etc.) or developing an alcohol use disorder. Additionally, as RR
demonstrated particular predictive utility among the heavy drinking college sample, it
will be important to assess whether or not this still holds true among non-college young
adults who likely have very different behavioral patterns due to the differing
responsibilities facing college versus non-college young adults. One possibility is that
among non-college young adult heavy drinkers, an even greater proportion of behavior
would be allocated towards substance use, making RR an even more predictive metric of
problem severity. Thus, future research should recruit larger samples of these individuals
to examine their drinking as well as the role of reinforcing efficacy in the maintenance of
alcohol use and problems. This research may eventually translate into earlier detection
and possibly more effective treatment of those individual at-risk for more chronic alcohol
problems.
We were surprised by the lack of relations between the included RE metrics and
risk factors in our studies. We believe that it is a high priority to continue researching the
relations between RE and the multitude of risk factors for alcohol use and alcohol-related
problems facing young adults. Of particular interest may be the use of peer influences,
alcohol expectancies, and positive consequence from drinking. As mentioned above, RE
may demonstrate relations with risk factors that are more contextually-bound and change
in response to positive reinforcement. This may in part explain our lack of findings for
depression and family history which may increase risk via negative reinforcement or
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biological predisposition, respectively. One study of interest would be an examination
of the relations between RE and those risk factors that appear to increase risk via positive
reinforcement versus those that increase risk via negative reinforcement.
Although this study provided interesting and important findings about the
relations of RE to drinking for young adults the cross-sectional nature does present some
barriers to its interpretation. Thus, future studies should examine these relations
longitudinally. The causal relation between RE and alcohol use, and also any
bidirectional feedback related effects between RE and increased alcohol use are of
particular interest. To truly support the claim of RE as a problem severity indicator,
longitudinal research examining the relations among these variables, their changes
throughout developmental stages, and their relations to the development of AUDs would
be necessary. Longitudinal studies that examined RE in heavy drinking young adults
could shed light on whether or not RE predicts which drinkers will age out of their
problematic alcohol use.
Additionally, our assessment of the modification indices of the proposed model
indicate a variety of relations between RE and alcohol problem severity which should be
examined in future research. The modification indices in study 1 and study 2 suggest that
future studies which use modeling techniques should examine the bidirectional relations
between alcohol problem severity and RE by regressing Amplitude and Persistence on
alcohol problem severity. Future research should also examine Omax and Elasticity as
indicators of Persistence and Amplitude respectively as, at least in one of our studies,
these metrics loaded on both factors and the modification indices across both studies
indicate likely improvements in model fit related to these pathway changes. Additionally,
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future research should also examine the covariance between Amplitude and Persistence
as previous research suggests that these factors are correlated (MacKillop et al., 2009)
and examining this relation may lead to models which better fit data related to RE and
alcohol problem severity.
Finally, the results of this study present interesting and important clinical
implications. First, the different strengths of associations between certain RE variables
and alcohol use/problems suggest that some RE metrics may be especially useful
screening and outcome measures in research and clinical contexts. As stated above,
Intensity and RR demonstrated the most consistent and strongest associations with
alcohol problems. For example, adapting Intensity into a single question (i.e. How many
drinks would you consume during a typical drinking scenario if the drinks were free?)
could be a useful screening measure for recruiting study participants, as well as
identifying those individuals in need of intervention. Among light and moderate drinking
samples, Intensity may be especially useful, as it was predictive of alcohol problems
above and beyond drinking. RR may also have flexible clinical and research utility—for
example, it may provide a useful research or treatment outcome measure. Decreases in
RR, would suggest that an individual was allocating less of their behavior or deriving less
of their enjoyment from alcohol-related activities, which are an important goals for
efficacious and effective substance use treatments (Petry, 2012). The converse could also
be true, increases in RR, even in the absence of changes in drinking, might be a poor
prognostic sign that indicates a need for more intense treatment attention or provide
empirical evidence that specific treatment is not efficacious. Due to their possible
efficacy as screening and outcome measures, the RE metrics may be useful in terms of
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deciding what type and what intensity of treatment would suit an individual. Steppedcare approaches are promising strategies (Borsari, Tevyaw, Barnett, Kahler, & Monti,
2007) and using RE metrics as one possible screening measure could better inform the
needs to assign clients to more versus less intensive treatments.
Additionally, the use of RE metrics as screening and outcome measures points to
the importance of addressing reinforcement from alcohol directly and the possibility of
utilizing behavioral economics interventions. Interventions based on behavioral
economic theory, including those which target delay discounting or substance-free
reinforcement are efficacious (Bickel, Yi, Landes, Hill, & Baxter, 2011; Murphy et al., in
press), and as supplemental or even stand-alone treatments could improve substance
treatment outcomes (Murphy et al., in press). One possible approach is to focus on skills
training aimed at decreasing the amount of drinks a person would drink if drinks were
freely available. Additionally, monitoring money spent during drinking occasions may
provide information to the individual and treatment providers about RE. The consistent
relations between RR and alcohol problems provide support for established cognitive
behavioral interventions aimed at increasing engagement in substance-free activities.
such as Relapse Prevention and Community Reinforcement Approach which aims to
increase individuals’ engagement in, and reinforcement from, valued activities (Marlatt &
Donovan, 2005; Smith, Milford, & Meyers, 2004).
The results of the present study further support the conceptualization of RE as a
heterogeneous construct, specifically our findings support research on the factors of
Persistence and Amplitude and their differential relations with alcohol use and alcoholrelated problems. Further, as the present study’s inclusion of a non-college sample
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identified differential relations for young adults attending college and those not attending
college, additional questions were raised about the environmental context of young
adulthood and how this relates to drinking behavior. Despite limitations related to the
cross-sectional design, our results suggest that the metrics associated with the Amplitude
factor appear to demonstrate the most consistent and strongest relations with each other
as well as with alcohol use and related problems. RR was a significant predictor of a
variety of alcohol problems across both samples. Thus, our results lend further support to
a behavioral economic framework for the study and understanding of alcohol use as well
as lead to various future directions including the use of these RE variables of screening
and outcome measures for research and clinical work, as well as the development of
interventions targeting RE.
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